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Foreword

T

he EU-China FIRE project has formed an EU-China IPv6 Best
Practices expert group. A focus was made at the beginning
on attracting IPv6 experts from the leading Telecom and ISP
worlds from China and Europe as they are the first enablers of IPv6
and therefore have the appropriate skills and resources. China Telecom, China Mobile and China Unicom as the main Chinese Internet Service Providers have come forward with very detailed IPv6
deployment best practice papers. From Europe, France Telecom/
Orange, Telefonica and Deutsche Telecom accepted to supply
their concise, but valuable, input.
These best practice papers are very important tools for learning
from major industry players about their deployment experience
and the issues they encountered. This modus operandi has been
traditionally practiced throughout the Internet history; sharing lessons learned and interoperability issues, as the peering is quite
important to everyone’s business.
In a second round, we have also attracted experts who could
address horizontal topics and new areas where IPv6 will play a
networking role, such as Cloud Computing, SDN-NFV, IoT and practical deployment in the government sector.
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Introduction

T

he IPv6 Deployment worldwide is becoming a
reality now with some countries achieving more
than 15 % user penetration as of January 2015
with Belgium (38%), Germany (17%), Luxembourg
(14%) and Switzerland (12%) ranking at the top (see
http://labs.apnic.net/dists/v6dcc.html) according to
Google IPv6 statistics. Many Autonomous System
Networks (ASNs) reach more than 50% with IPv6-preferred or IPv6-capable penetration (see http://labs.
apnic.net/ipv6-measurement/Economies/US/). Over
200 million users are accessing the Internet over IPv6
and probably not even knowing it. The US remains
by far the highest adopter of IPv6, in terms of numbers, with some 22 million users, followed by Germany, Japan and China with each more than 5 million
users. Worldwide, IPv6 deployment has passed the
4% Google usage and is doubling every 6 months (see
http://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/statistics.html). If
this trend continues, we should achieve 50% by 2017
which would be the inflection point when the full roll-

Figure 1: Google IPv6 adoption Chart

out of IPv6 becomes a strategic plumbing decision of
network operators; a topic that has been avoided so
far due to many strategic and resources issues (lack of
top management decision-making, lack of IPv6 skilled
engineers and IPv6 deployment best practices, very
limited ISP IPv6 access deployment, ..).
On the other hand, the deployment of Carrier-Grade
NAT is in full swing making networking and user experience more brittle. The security and cybersecurity
issues are - like always - brushed over at this stage,
due mainly to the lack of IPv6 security skills. New topics are more in the limelight such as Cloud Computing, Internet of Things, SDN, NFV, 5G. However, these
fields are taking IP networking for granted, designing
them on IPv4/NAT, and therefore building non-scalable and non-end to end solutions. The ECIAO project
is driving new initiatives to garner support and create
awareness on the impact of IPv6 on topics such as
Cloud Computing, IOT, SDN-NFV and 5G.

Figure 2: APNIC IPv6 users by Country

Google shows that some 4% of the users are accessing Google
over IPv6, with an exponential trend since 2012.
The following chart shows that Europe is leading the IPv6 user
chart, while China shows some 6.9 million users.
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1 • IPv6 Experts Group
We have been much honored to win following very high level experts from China
and Europe to join the IPv6 Expert Group to stand by this project with their contributions with focus on practical deployment recommendations and lessons learned
that can be exploited by the rest of the industry:
PICTURE

BIOGRAPHY
Mr. Hu Jie, Senior Network Engineer/ CNGI
(China Next Generation Internet) Project
Manager, China Telecom
Ms Qian Wang, Senior Network Engineer,
China Telecom

BEST PRACTICE

“IPv6 Deployment Best
Practice by China Telecom”

Mr. Tianle Yang, IPv6 Project Manager in
China Mobile, Author of many IETF RFCs.

“IPv6 Progress in China
Mobile”

Ms. Xiaoxia Zhou, Technology Strategy and
Network Evolution Policy Supervisor, China
Unicom.

«IPv6 construction and
migration»

Professor Li Xing, the Deputy Director of
China Education and Research Network
(CERNET) Center. One of the major architects
of CERNET.

“IPv6 Backbone Deployment
BP of CERNET2”

Professor Ma Yan is the deputy director of
the Network Information Center of the Beijing
University of Posts and Telecommunications
(BUPT).

“IPTV APP over v6 of the 80
TV channels at BUPT”

Carlos Ralli-Ucendo, Tefónica I+D, S.A.U.
Future Internet Architect, IPv6 Expert.

«IPv6 deployment
in an international ISP
(fixed & Mobile)»

Antonio J. Jara, Vice-chair, IEEE ComSoc
IoT ETC, University of Applied Sciences
Western Switzerland (HES-SO), Sierre, Vallais,
Switzerland.

“The Internet of Things
through IPv6: An Analysis of
Challenges, Solutions and
Opportunities “

Axel Clauberg - Vice President, Aggregation,
Transport, IP (CTO-ATI) and Fixed Access
(CTO-FIA) Architecture at Deutsche Telekom
AG. Board Member ONF

«IPv6 Fixed Deployment BP in
Germany/Croatia»
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PICTURE

BIOGRAPHY

BEST PRACTICE

Patrick Grossetete is a Distinguished
Technical Marketing Engineer, working on
Field communication architecture and design
in Cisco Internet of Things Business Unit.

“IPv6 in Smart Metering”

Christian Jacquenet is Director of the
Strategic Program Office for the evolution
of the IP backbones operated by France
Telecom’s Group, and he’s responsible of
the Group-wise IPv6 Program that aims at
defining (and driving the enforcement of) the
IPv6 strategy of France Telecom.

«An IPv6 Experience»

Wolfgang Fritsche, Head of Internet
Competence Center at IABG,

“IPv6 introduction within the
German public sector”

Janos Mohacsi ,Currently is working for NIIF as
a deputy director of networking.

“Campus IPv6 Deployment”

Dr. Antonio F. Skarmeta, Professor, University
of Murcia – Associate editor of the IEEE SMCPart B

«Extending the IoT to IPv6
with Software Defined
Networking»

Ciprian Popoviciu - President and CEO of
Nephos6

“IPv6-enabled Cloud
Computing“

Dr. Jianping Wu Director, CNGI-CERNET2

«CNGI-CERNET2: an IPv6
Deployment in China»
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We have selected the following best practice papers with highest value to industry
for this first year of the project:
CONTRIBUTORS

BEST PRACTICE

Mr. Hu Jie, Senior Network Engineer/ CNGI
(China Next Generation Internet) Project
Manager, China Telecom
Ms Qian Wang, Senior Network Engineer,
China Telecom

IPv6 Deployment Best Practice by China
Telecom

Mr. Tianle Yang, IPv6 Project Manager in
China Mobile, Author of many IETF RFCs.

IPv6 Progress in China Mobile

Ms. Xiaoxia Zhou, Technology Strategy and
Network Evolution Policy Supervisor, China
Unicom.

IPv6 construction and migration

Telefónica I+D, S.A.U.
Architect, IPv6 Expert

v6 deployment in an international ISP (fixed
& Mobile)

Future

Internet

Axel Clauberg - Vice President, Aggregation,
Transport, IP (CTO-ATI) and Fixed Access
(CTO-FIA) Architecture at Deutsche Telekom
AG. Board Member ONF

IPv6 Fixed Deployment BP in Germany/
Croatia

Christian Jacquenet is Director of the Strategic
Program Office for the evolution of the IP
backbones operated by France Telecom’s
Group, and he’s responsible of the Groupwise IPv6 Program that aims at defining (and
driving the enforcement of) the IPv6 strategy
of France Telecom.

An IPv6 Experience

Wolfgang Fritsche, Head
Competence Center at IABG,

IPv6 introduction within the German public
sector

of

Internet

Ciprian Popoviciu - President and CEO of
Nephos6

IPv6-enabled Cloud Computing

Dr. Antonio F. Skarmeta, Professor, University
of Murcia – Associate editor of the IEEE SMCPart B

Extending the IoT to IPv6 with Software
Defined Networking

Antonio J. Jara, Vice-chair, IEEE ComSoc
IoT ETC, University of Applied Sciences
Western Switzerland (HES-SO), Sierre, Vallais,
Switzerland.

The Internet of Things through IPv6: An
Analysis of Challenges, Solutions and
Opportunities “

Dr. Jianping Wu Director, CNGI-CERNET2

CNGI-CERNET2: an IPv6 Deployment in China
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2 • IPv6 Deployment Best Practice:

China Telecom
Author :
Mr. Hu Jie

Senior Network Engineer/ CNGI (China Next Generation Internet) Project Manager, China Telecom

Ms Qian Wang

Senior Network Engineer, China Telecom

China Telecom’s IPv6 history can be divided into 2 stages:
• Stage 1, from 2003 to 2010, the main tasks were technical research, testbed
construction and its pilot, and the main purpose is to test and acquire experience.
• Stage 2, from 2011 to 2015, match the period of Chinese government’s 12th 5-year
plan, according to the Chinese National Development and Reform Commission’s
(NDRC’s) IPv6 project schedule, this stage can be divided into 2 phases:
• Phase 1 (2011-2013) - Small scale commercial deployment;
• Phase 2 (2014-2015) - Large scale commercial deployment

1) Stage 1, CNGI Project
China Telecom had participated in NDRC’s CNGI (CNGI is China Next Generation Internet, which
was launched by the NDRC), together with seven other Ministries. CNGI is a national program for
promoting the research and development of IPv6 and other new Internet technologies in China).
CNGI’s core network has more than 40 GigaPop nodes, covering more than 20 provinces around
China. It also implements high speed connectivity with the international next generation Internet. This high-speed network provides a platform for further network application research and
experiment.
The CNGI demonstration network is composed of six core networks, access network/CPN, and
Internet exchange center (CNGI-IX). The six core networks are built by China Telecom, CERNET,
China Unicom, China Netcom/CAS, China Mobile and China Railcom, but China Telecom takes
on a leading role in the CNGI
construction. The maximum
bandwidth of the CNGI backbone network is 10Gbps. The
following Figure presents the
topology of the CNGI backbone networks. Each operator
implements its core network
by its own design, which results in redundant GigaPops
located within the same city,
like Beijing, Shanghai and
Guangzhou.
Figure 1: CNGI Demonstration Core Network
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Although these six core networks are built by
different telecom carriers, they are all under
the framework of the CNGI project. The CNGI
program requires that each core network is
reachable by the other one. Internet Exchange
Centers are one of the major approaches to
realize that goal. There are two Internet Exchange Centers in CNGI, which are referred
to as CNGI-IX. The first one is built by CERNET,
located in Beijing, and the second one is referred to as CT-CNGI-SHIX, which is built by China
Telecom in Shanghai. These two CNGI-IXes backup each other mutually. Figure 2 shows the
connection between CNGI-IXes and the six core
networks. On top of providing interconnection,
these CNGI-IXes also act as the gateway to the
international NGI networks.

Figure 2: CNGI-IX connection topology

China Telecom’s CNGI network is called CT-CNGI; the topology is illustrated in Figure 3:
CT-CNGI has 7 super POPs in 7 major cities of
China, including Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou,
Hangzhou, Nanjing, Changsha and Xi’An. In addition, there is a Lab inter-connection among
China Telecom’s three subsidiary Research Institutes.
As mentioned above, CT-CNGI-SHIX (AS38035)
is being operated and maintained by China Telecom. Before 2010, all participants of CT-CNGISHIX (China Telecom, China Mobile, China Unicom, CERNET, BT, SingTel, NTT and KDDI) built
eBGP peer with IX-R (AS38035). The topology of
CT-CNGI-SHIX is described in Figure 4:

Figure 3: CT-CNGI topology

Figure 4. CT-CNGI-SHIX topology
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2) Stage 2, Commercial IPv6 Project
Apart from CNGI, NDRC launched a commercial IPv6 deployment project in the end of 2011 for three Tier-1 ISPs
in China (China Telecom, China Unicom and China Mobile), and it is called Stage 2.

3) Phase 1 of Stage 2
Phase 1 represented a small scale commercial deployment. Its duration was from 2011 to 2013. China Telecom
upgraded its native IP backbone (ChinaNet) to support dual stack, upgrading 6PE/6VPEs of MPLS backbone
(CN2) to provide an IPv6 VPN service.
At the same time, China Telecom upgraded and reformed its IPv6 infrastructure (BOSS, Metro Area Network,
etc.) in 10 provincial branches for fixed network, including 21 MANs (Solutions: Dual stack, NAT444, DS-Lite) and
14 IDCs (Solutions: Dual stack, NAT64).
The use of NAT444 is discouraged, since it is a solution to solve the private IPv4 address shortage problem.
Once operators deploy private IPv4 address widely, IPv6 upgrading would not be essential and they will lose
the motivation to migrate to IPv6.
On the contrary, the DS-Lite solution is a more positive approach to solve the IPv6 challenge. DS-Lite only requires the assigning of IPv6 addresses for users. So the network infrastructure must first be IPv6-enabled. Therefore, through this way, IPv6 is mandatory, and substantially encourages the service providers to deploy IPv6.
In the Internet Content Provider (ICP) transition scenario, from the operators’ point of view, we prefer that they
upgrade their service to Dual-Stack. If IPv4 content can continue to be accessed by IPv6 end-users via a NAT64
gateway without software upgrading and re-coding, ICPs will lose their motivations to migrate to IPv6, just like
the negative influence of NAT444 in broadband access network scenarios.
In terms of the goal of user numbers, China Telecom planned to provide IPV6 to 3 million end-users in the fixed
network during this phase.

4) Phase 2 of Stage 2
In phase 2 (Large scale commercial deployment, 2014-2015), the main task is to expand the scale of deployment, upgrade the ChinaNet (CN) network to fully support dual stack, include all P and PE routers, finish the
IPv6 infrastructure (BOSS, Metro Area Network, etc.) upgrading and reforming in 30 provincial branches for
fixed network, including 160 Metro Area Networks and 70 Internet Data Centers (IDCs).
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5) Current Situation
By the end of June 2014, the network infrastructure improvements have been completed, including the DualStack transition for all CN2 PoPs, Core Router (CR), part of Service Router (SR) Dual-Stack upgrading in 21 Metro
Area Networks of 10 provinces, as well as configuring the Carrier Grade NAT (CGN) function card for hundreds
of Broadband Access Routers (BRAS).
The 14 IDCs are IPv6 ready, through software upgrading, equipment replacing, architecture re-design, etc.
The majority of provincial branches have already realized the business operation support system transition, to
support IPv6 end-to-end process for users (opening accounts, resources reservation, service opening, business
activation, fault warning, authentication and billing).

6) Obstacles
The IPv6 functionality and feature-supporting of Home Gateway is imperfect and immature. These need to be
replace with new models over time.
The market share of Win 7/8 is still limited, which is considered a barrier to user migration.
ICPs have made little effort to transition to IPv6, resulting in a lack of content and service.
The commercial IPv6 network interconnection is not yet implemented between the three operators as well as
with overseas (ChinaNet, CN2, and 21 Dual-Stacks enabled Metro Area Networks are isolated IPv6 islands at
present); commercial IPv6 IXs must be built as soon as possible.
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3 • IPv6 Deployment Best Practice:

China Mobile
Author :
Tianle Yang

China Mobile Research Institute
yangtianle@chinamobile.com

Development of Next Generation Internet in China Mobile
towards the universal application of IPv6
China Mobile’s exploration and thinking on IPv6

1) Abstract
This paper focuses on China Mobile’s IPv6 commercial trial work in 10 provinces. The IPv6 progress is introduced from three aspects including technical solutions for basic access network
transition, current network trial progress and promotion of international standards. This paper
presents the end-to-end network upgrade plan, summed up trial test results of relative equipment and terminals, and explained China Mobile’s own new international standards — BIH. It is
a comprehensive summary of China Mobile’s IPv6 development for the past two years and an
outlook on the future development of the Next Generation Internet.
Keywords: IPv6, Next Generation Internet, LTE/VoLTE, BIH

2) Foreword
With the rapid development in areas of mobile Internet cloud computing and M2M, various new
smart terminals, IoT devices emerge constantly, causing the demand of IP addresses from end
users growing exponentially. As the basic routing and transport protocol of next generation
Internet, IPv6 has vast amounts of address space and unique technical advantages. It had gained high attention all over the world and the industry and it is developing rapidly in recent years.

3) IPv6 as the basis of Next Generation Internet
In early 2011, APNIC had already exhausted its IPv4 public addresses. According to CNNIC’s
32nd statistical report of China Internet network development, by the end of June 2013, China’s
Internet users reached 591 million, with 464 million mobile Internet users. At the same time,
China only had 332 million IPv4 addresses, which accounts for only 7.74% of the world’s total
address. It was obvious that the existing IPv4 addresses could not satisfy the needs of business
development.
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China Mobile’s address situation is more serious. As of June 2013, China mobile users reached 740 million, and
the total number of IPv4 address was only 51.09 million, accounting for 1.19% of the total global IPv4 addresses.
Furthermore, the need for addresses for China’s Mobile Internet based on the LTE/VoLTE will increase several
times compared to that of the 2G/3G Mobile Internet. It was clear that China Mobile must begin deploying IPv6
to ensure the sustainable development of their business.

Figure 1: IPv4 address statistic

4) IPv6 Deployment around the World
Internationally, the US, Japan, the European Union had already issued national policies and transition plans to
vigorously promote the commercial use of IPv6. The Mobile operator Verizon in the US, for example, claimed
that IPv6 was essential to meet LTE demand as early as 2009. They required the introduction of IPv6 in the deployment of their LTE EPC network. Verizon’s IPv6 deployment scheme is divided into user surface and carrier
surface. User surface uses Dual-Stack enabled PDP, with user terminal distribution of IPv4 and IPv6 address.
Carrier surface deploys IPv4 currently. When it migrates to IPv6, IPv6 traffic from the user can pass through the
EPC network by tunnelling.
The Chinese government has also made an important decision for the development of the Next Generation
Internet. In March 2012, the country’s seven Ministries jointly issued the 12th national “Five-year development
and construction plan” for the NGI, requiring to carry out an IPv6 network commercial trial by the end of 2013
and realize large scale IPv6 network deployment and commercial use in 2014 to 2015. In August 2012, the
NDRC published a special project named «Research & development, industrialization and commercial deployment of the Next Generation of Internet», designed to guide areas like network, content, terminal, security and
standards into the era of IPv6.
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5) China Mobile IPv6 Practice
According to the national request, China Mobile has established the overall Next Generation Internet’s development strategy by promoting IPv6 industry, with features of TD-LTE/TD-SCDMA. In August 2011, China Mobile
applied for a /20 IPv6 address block, which is about 4’096 times the current total of all IPv4 addresses in the
world. This lifts the global IPv6 total address rank for China from 14th to 8th and laid the foundation for subsequent IPv6 activities. In 2012, an IPv6 network trial was conducted in 8 provinces, which covered the mobile
core network, access network, WLAN, IMS, and other fields. In 2013, two national major projects were implemented to carry out IPv6 network upgrades and commercial trials in 10 provinces. By the end of 2014, it is
expected that China Mobile will have at least 3 million IPv6 users.

6) IPv6 Transition Technical Choice
There are mainly three schemes for IPv4 to IPv6 transition; namely, Dual-Stack, tunnel and translation.
At the beginning of the IPv6 transition, IPv4 services will be abundant. In order to ensure that users can conduct
normal business, networks must support both IPv4 and IPv6 stacks, and provide the IPv4 and IPv6 inter-connectivity ability. So in aspects of technical selection for IPv6 transition, we should base on the Dual-Stack mechanism, complemented by other transition technologies. Tunnel technology means to encapsulate data packet of
one protocol inside the other and transmit them across the network. Tunnel technology only requires devices
at both ends equipped with encapsulation and de-capsulation capabilities, requiring no further modification
to any other network device. Tunnel technology applies usually to interconnectivity between island networks,
but it cannot realize interconnectivity between IPv4 and IPv6. Common tunnel technologies include manual
tunnels, GRE tunnels, 6rd, 6PE, 6vPE, DS-Lite, etc.
Translation technology means to convert one protocol to the other to realize interconnectivity between IPv4
and IPv6. Translation technology requires the deployment of protocol convert devices like NAT64 between the
two types of networks, but it requires no change to devices in network. Translation is usually used to realize
interconnectivity in single-stack network. Common translation technologies include NAT64, BIH, IVI, etc.

Figure 2: Diagrams of the three transition technologies
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In general, each kind of transition technology has its specific application scenarios. We should select proper
scheme according to in actual deployment scenario, network situation and transition stage to achieve the
smooth transition IPv4 to IPv6. China mobile puts forward the overall transition principle, «to ensure network
quality, choose general technology; dual stack for short term, IPv6 single stack for the long run», based on summary of all kinds of transitional technologies (Table 1).

Long-term and wider
used in transition

DUAL STACK

TUNNEL

Dual Stack

6vPE(MPLS VPN
network)

used under specific
scenarios

TRANSLATION

Manual Tunnel/GRE/6PE

might be used under
particular stage

DS-Lite

Not recommended or
not popular

6over4/6to4/6RD/
ISATAP/TEREDO/TSP

464xlat/BIH/PNAT
NAT64/DNS64

Socks64/TRT

Table 1: Evaluation of three IPv6 transition technologies

7) End-to-end Solution
In 2013, China Mobile established «the general technical requirements of China Mobile IPv6 transition». It covered the end-to-end links including carrier network, core network, WLAN, fixed access, IMS, service platform,
M2M, terminal, business support system, security, etc. It also revised more than 60 different enterprise standard specifications and greatly promoted the industry chain for IPv6 transition.
China Mobile is following the order of: «Carrier Network first, Service and Access Network second, Management
and Security Systems on demand» to upgrade its network. Each part of the network architecture is shown in
Figure 3. The Carrier Network is fundamental to provide IPv6 end-to-end connection, so it needs to be transformed to support IPv6 first. Business networks and all kinds of access networks are the key to the development
of IPv6 users, so they should be gradually upgraded on the basis of the IPv6 Carrier Network. Network Management systems and support platform should be transformed on demand, based on upgrade steps for network
and business.

Figure 3: Diagram showing the order
of IPv6 network transformation
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IPv6 transition solutions for three types of access business are discussed below.

EPC core network will deploy IPv6 synchronously
The mobile core network mainly includes the current 2G/TDM network and future LTE networks. Due to the
always-on features of LTE, the demand for IP address is far higher than with the 2G/TDM network. A VoLTE user
needs at least two IP addresses, one for voice communication, the other for data communication. According
to statistics, under the condition of the same number of users, the demand of the IP addresses for LTE/VoLTE
is 18.9 to 37.8 times that of 2G/TDM. If we consider the MiFi terminals, the demand for IP addresses will reach
billions in extreme scenarios.
Therefore, IPv6 deployment must synchronize with LTE network construction, to avoid the large upgrade again
after the completion of the network. IPv6 deployment brings demands from two aspects of 2G/TDM/LTE core
network. For the user plane, the core network needs to support IPv6 terminal access and network elements in
the core network need to support IPv6 packet transmission.
For the new EPC network, HSS/HLR, MME, SAE - GW/GGSN, CG and other equipment need to support IPv6 PDN
type, IPv4v6 PDN type, and possess the interoperability with the core network of 2G/TDM.

Figure 4: Schematic diagram for IPv6 transformation of the mobile core network

Transition of CPE is a key problem in the fixed access network
China Mobile fixed access mainly uses PON access, so it mainly involves devices like BRAS, CPEs, etc. in the migration to IPv6. BRAS provide broadband access, authentication and billing functions, and provide the routing
and the transmission bandwidth for forwarding data. In the transition to IPv6, dual stack, DS-Lite, etc. technologies are needed. Home Gateway CPEs were divided into 2 types: L2 and L3. For the bridge type CPE, terminals
acquire the IP addresses directly from the BRAS. For the routing type CPE, the CPE applies IP addresses from
BRAS and assigns IP addresses to the terminals. Currently, the IPv6 supported CPE is not mainstream, and the
price is high. This is a key problem for IPv6 transition.
China Mobile’s transition solutions for fixed broadband are described in Figure 5.

Figure 5: IPv6 Transformation of
fixed broadband
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During the IPv6 transition for fixed broadband, it is necessary to pay
attention to Windows XP terminals. For Windows XP users, they have
to manually install and start the IPv6 protocol stack, and it doesn’t
support PPPoEv6. Currently, usage of Windows XP among Chinese
netizens is about 63%, which a big obstacle for deploying IPv6 to fixed
broadband users.
Figure 6: Percentage of OS in use on fixed terminal in China

There are mainly two solutions for Windows XP users to access IPv6 network:
• To provide users with L3 CPE that support IPv6. This solution requires a large investment, and still requires
Windows XP users to manually start the IPv6 protocol stack.
• To provide PPPoEv6 client software, this solution has a low cost, and it can install IPv6 protocol stack for users
at the same time.
CPE or software client methods should be decided based on actual network environment for deploying IPv6 to
fixed broadband users.

AC is the key for WLAN transition to IPv6
WLAN access network mainly includes network devices like AC and AP, with a support system including Portal
and Radius. The transition to IPv6 requires the AC to support Dual-Stack so that it can distribute IPv4 and IPv6
addresses to users. Portal and Radius system are also required to support the access and billing for IPv6 users.
Besides, because some terminal OSs do not support the DHCPv6 protocol (for example, Android and Windows
XP), it is recommended to configure the AC to the SLAAC mode.
Figure 7: WLAN IPv6 Upgrade

Transition solutions for other networks and systems
IP carrier network will mainly use Dual-Stack and 6vPE to realize IPv6 transition. M2M can use IPv6 single
stack. Terminals like mobile phones, tablets, MiFi and data cards should support IPv6 in synchronization. Later,
related IPv6 business platforms, network management security and business support systems should also be
transformed.
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8) Promotion of Trial in Current Network
China Mobile plans to finish deploying the IPv6 transformation in 10 provinces including Beijing, Shanghai,
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Guangdong, Fujian, Shandong, Hunan, Jiangxi, and Henan, and officially provide a trial commercial IPv6 network. IPv6 transformation is a complex project, involving nearly all the IP devices and systems.
According to our statistics, about 10% of current network devices need to be upgraded.

Figure 8: End to End IPv6 Transformation

To guide the more effective upgrade of current network, since 2009, China Mobile insisted on researching IPv6
transition technologies and testing key elements of the network, including routers, BRAS, AC and NAT Gateways,
which covered almost all the mainstream vendors. It provides an important technical base for the upgrade of
current network and device selection, and it also promotes further R&D of vendors to address IPv6 weak points.
At the same time, China Mobile made breakthroughs in pushing network device upgrading and promoting IPv6
mobile terminals. In the IPv6 Day held in June 2013, China Mobile demonstrated multiple TD-LTE/TD-SCDMA
terminal products like mobile phones, data cards, and MiFi, including products with China Mobile’s own brand
products, which attracted attention from experts in the meeting.

9) Leading International Standardization
In the field of innovation of IPv6 transition technology, PNAT/BIH, the host translation technology put forward
by China Mobile, already became an IETF standard (RFC 6535). Currently, China Mobile has developed prototype systems for three kinds of mobile terminal products and a Home Gateway. It has also published to open
source communities like Linux Foundation. In the future, PNAT trials will be conducted in some provinces.
In addition, China Mobile organized LWIG (Light-Weight Implementation Guidance, LWIG) Working Group and
served as its chair in IETF. This Working Group aims to guide the IPv6 application in M2M networks.
In 3GPP, China Mobile had published the first guidance standard specification TR23.975, made the IPv6 transition guideline for mobile network and specified IPv6 transition scenarios.
In the area of national standards, China Mobile led 7 industry strands including «Dual-Stack BNAS device specification» and «Dual-Stack load balance device specification» in CCSA.
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10) Opportunity and Challenge of the Next Generation Internet
The IPv6 industry involves network equipment, terminal, service platform, software, operating systems, and
chips. There have been certain achievements in industry promotion, but it are still weaknesses in terminals
and applications; especially IPv6 content needed to be enriched. IPv6 is faced with a new opportunity for technological innovation, in terms of new scenarios and new needs. IPv6 transition technology need to constantly
improve and be validated in current networks.
At the same time, the Next Generation Internet based on IPv6 will break through the existing network architecture and operational mode, and realize leapfrog development in the field of SDN, cloud computing, etc. How to
combine IPv6 with these new technology fields and jointly promote the vigorous development of the Next Generation Internet will be the focus of research in the next few years. China Mobile will continue cooperation with
relative companies in the industry chain to leverage this opportunity of change of Internet to realize the leap
to the Next Generation Internet and improve the comprehensive strength of information technology in China.
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The IPv6 technology is developed to deal with the long-anticipated IPv4 address
exhaustion. Through ten years of research and practice, China Unicom realizes that
the IPv6 migration is a very complex process. Operators only distribute the IP address to ICPs and users, but we cannot require the ICPs and users to migrate their
equipment to IPv6. IPv6 not only influences on IP network but also on core, access,
BSS and OSS systems. So in 2011, facing to the IPv4 address exhaustion, based on
the practical experience of IPv6, China Unicom issued a IPv6 strategy which guides
the IPv6 migration, including the relevant network planning, development, equipment bidding as well as cooperation with ICPs, etc.

1) Current IP Network of China Unicom
Figure 1: The Network Topology of
China Unicom

China Unicom has three IP backbone networks, China-169, IP-A
and IP-B. China-169 carries highspeed Internet service, distributing IPv4 addresses to residential
users; IP-A provides the NGN service and enterprise service such
as VPN, and distributes private
IPv4 addresses, IP-B supplies the
mobile service to users, distributes the private IPv4 addresses
to mobile phones as well.
China Unicom also took part in the CNGI project. CNGI (China Next Generation Internet) was
launched by China’s National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) in 2003, to promote the research and development of IPv6 and other new Internet technologies in China. In
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the early stage of the CNGI project, an IPv6 network was built, which covered more than 20 provinces of China.
Its core networks were built by several operators and CERNET. China Unicom built three core node of CNGI,
and in the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, China Unicom offered the video monitoring service based on the CNGI
network to more than 80 Olympic stadiums, including on-line video monitoring, temperature monitoring, environment monitoring, etc.
Figure 2 shows the topology of the 2008 IPv6 Olympic Games video monitoring based on IPv6:
Figure 2: 2008 IPv6 Olympic Games
video monitoring topology

This 2008 IPv6 Olympic Games video monitoring service promoted the IPv6 service and the CNGI network. Throughout
the CNGI project, operators have gained
much experience about IPv6 network
planning and developing and also about
IPv6 services.
Meanwhile, China Unicom also has been
making IPv6 field testing on the China-169
network since 2011, in order to research
the IPv6 evolution in legacy networks. Two cities upgraded their China-169 and Metro Area Networks, access
networks, BSS/OSS, etc., to Dual-Stack to access IPv6 and IPv4 users. Through the field testing, Dual-Stack solutions were proved to be an efficient way of IPv6 migration in legacy networks.

2) IPv6 Strategy of China Unicom
Due to the reason that the ICP industry chain lacks the initiative to start IPv6 migration, China Unicom defined
the following IPv6 strategy:
• Implement Dual-Stacks (IPv4/IP v6) from end to end.
• Deploy NAT44 in the local Metro Area Network to resolve IPv4 address exhaustion, in-line with the constant
increase of network users.
• Regarding China-169, it will go through two stages:
> from 2012 to 2015, the partial network will be deployed with Dual-Stack
> from 2016 to 2020, Dual-Stack will be deployed in the whole network.
• For IP-A and IP-B, keep using private IPv4 addresses to assure the carrier-class service. Dual-stack will be
applied to all the network equipment before 2015.
• Dual-stack are opened in the current network, which is compatible with the IPv6 service and the CNGI-2 project.
• Strengthen cooperation with ICPs in providing IPv6 services.
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3) Current IPv6 Deployment Status
As mentioned above, China Unicom has an independent IPv6 network which is built on the CNGI project. Now,
this IPv6 demonstration network is used as a test network to trial IPv6 services.
In 2012, NDRC launched the CNGI stage 2 project, which was carried out on the China-169 network of China
Unicom. According to the requirements of CNGI-2, China Unicom had to implement the Dual-Stacks (IPv4/IPv6)
in the networks of at least 10 cities. Additionally, it had to upgrade the relevant BSS/OSS systems , DNS and IDC
network to support IPv6 flows, as well as upgrading BRAS, access networks, Home Gateways, to reach more
than 3 million IPv6 residential users access.
China Unicom realized the objective of CNGI-2 in 2013. Meanwhile, China Unicom required all equipment to
be purchased in the future to support IPv6, and made a number of IPv6 tests to make sure it will go smoothly.

4) Challenges and Opportunities
IPv6 migration is facing lots of difficult challenges:
• Although terminal chips are getting better at supporting Dual-Stacks, there is still a shortage of IPv6 services.
• For operators, the legacy network upgrading is very complex and takes a long time, the network’s performance and the stability of Dual-Stacks need to be proved.
• Millions of Home Gateways have to be replaced. To avoid a large expenditure, this has to be done in step with
normal replacement cycles.
However, new technology might solve some problems and promote the IPv6 services. For example, with the
virtual CPE solution, legacy IPv4 home gateways need not be upgraded to Dual-Stack to support IPv6 services.
M2M business and IPv6 maybe boost each other.
IPv6 is the only ultimate solution to resolve the global IPv4 address depletion, and its migration will require a
long-term effort.
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Research and promotion of the Next Generation Internet have drawn the attention
of researchers in many countries. In the USA, the FIND initiative takes a clean-slate
approach. In the EU, the EIFFEL think tank concluded that both clean slate and an
evolutionary approach are needed. While in China, researchers and the country
are enthusiastic on the promotion and immediate deployment of IPv6, due to the
imminent problem of IPv4 address exhaustion.
In 2003, China launched a strategic program called China Next Generation Internet (CNGI). China is expecting that Chinese industry is better positioned on future
Inter- net technologies and services than it was for the first generation. Under the
support of CNGI grant, China Education and Research Network (CERNET) started to
build an IPv6- only network, i.e. CNGI-CERNET2. Currently it provides IPv6 access
service for students and staff in many Chinese universities. In this article, we introduce the CNGI Program, the architecture of CNGI-CERNET2, and some aspects of
CNGI-CERNET2’s deployment and operation, such as transition, security, charging
and roaming service, etc.

1) CNGI: China Next Generation Internet Program
China has the largest Internet user base of any country and the number of high-speed Internet users is much higher than the number of its available IPv4 addresses. The lack of IPv4
addresses has greatly restricted Chinese ISPs from developing new services and new customers. Therefore, China is one of the most enthusiastic countries regarding the promotion and
deployment of IPv6. China is expecting to avoid imminent problems of IPv4 address exhaustion
with the implementation of IPv6.
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In September 2003, the China Next Generation Internet (CNGI) Program was launched to empower the
research community and the industry to conduct
research and implementation of IPv6 in China. The
program is supervised and coordinated by eight ministries, including China Reform and Development
Commission, Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology, Ministry of Education, China National
Science Foundation Commission, etc.
The CNGI Program is a part of China’s five-year plans.
The first phase projects primarily focused on solving
technical challenges during IPv6 deployment, and
building experimental IPv6-enabled networks or demonstration networks. The second phase projects
(2006–2010) primarily focused on solving challenges
in the operation and management of IPv6 networks,
developing innovative IPv6 applications, building
nationwide commercialized IPv6-enabled backbones
and access networks to provide commercial IPv6 access services for network users.
Almost all major ISPs in China participated in this program. China Telecom, China Unicom, China Netcom
(now merged with Unicom), China Mobile and China
Railcom (now merged with China Mobile) built their
own IPv6 backbone networks based on IPv6/IPv4
Dual-Stack technologies. As a research-oriented ISP,
CERNET chose to build an IPv6-only backbone, i.e.
CNGI-CERNET2.
Under the support of CNGI grant, 59 Giga-PoPs have
been installed in Chinese IPv6 backbone networks, extending the IPv6 network to over 22 major cities. More
than 270 access networks are connected to this IPv6
backbone. Two IPv6 International Exchange Centers
have been established, i.e. CNGI-6IX and CNGI-SHIX.
CNGI-6IX, constructed by CERNET at Tsinghua University in Beijing, and CNGI- SHIX, constructed by China
Telecom in Shanghai. These two exchange centers
connect IPv6 backbone networks of different Chinese
ISPs with each other, and also connect Chinese IPv6
networks with IPv6 ISPs in the USA, Europe, and the
Asia Pacific Region. Figure 1 illustrates the structure
of CNGI-6IX.

Figure 1: The Architecture of CNGI-CERNET2

2) CERNET and CNGI-CERNET2
The China Education and Research Network (CERNET)
is the first nationwide education and research computer network in China. It accomplished or supported
the implementation of a batch of important Internet
application projects in China. CERNET is funded by the
Chinese government and directly supervised by the
Chinese Ministry of Education. Tsinghua and some
other leading Chinese universities are responsible for
its construction and operation.
CERNET is constructed with a four-layer hierarchy, i.e.
the nation-wide backbone, regional networks, provincial networks and campus networks. CERNET’s National Center is located in Tsinghua University, which is
responsible for the operation and management of
the CERNET national backbone. 10 regional network
centers are distributed across the country, and they
are responsible for the operation, management, planning and construction of CERNET regional backbones.
CERNET provincial nodes are distributed at 38 universities in 36 cities. Currently, more than 2000 campus
networks with more than 20 million users in about
200 cities are accessing Internet service via CERNET.
CERNET is an important experiment platform for
Chinese researchers to conduct studies on the Next
Generation Internet. In 1998, CERNET joined 6Bone
and became its backbone member. CERNET is also
the first ISP in China that interconnects with Internet2.
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In 2003, under the support of CNGI grant, CERNET started to construct its IPv6-only backbone CNGI-CERNET2.
After seven years, the CNGI-CERNET2 backbone has had 25 PoPs. These PoPs connect with each other via
2.5Gbps or 10Gbps links. The backbone provides IPv6 service for more than 200 access networks at 1Gbps,
2.5Gbps or 10Gbps. As an experiment platform, many important new technologies and large-scale applications
are running on it. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of CNGI-CERNET2.
Addressing:
CNGI-CERNET2 obtained the
IPv6 address block of 2001:0da8::/32. This block is
further allocated to access networks according to
the cities they are located at. 10 large cities each
get a /36 block, and 12 small cities each get a /37
block. As stub nodes, each access network gets a
/48 address block.
Routing: CNGI-6IX received the AS number 23911,
and the CNGI-CERNET2 backbone received an individual AS number 23910. Each of the 25 regioFigure 2: The Architecture of CNGI-CERNET2
nal networks is also allocated an AS number. The
CNGI-CERNET2 backbone network runs eBGP4+
to exchange routing information with CNGI-6IX. The core routers of the CNGI-CERNET2 backbone communicate
with each other using OSPFv3 (within AS 23910). At the same time, these core routers announce routing advertisements for their customer network using iBGP4+. All access networks are connected to their regional networks
using static routing. OSPFv3 is exploited to exchange routing information within individual access network.

3) Deployment and management of CNGI-CERNET2
The CNGI-CERNET2 backbone provides an IPv6 access service for many university campus networks. Under the
support of CNGI grant, each campus network has built its own IPv6-only subnet and connected the subnet to
the CNGI-CERNET2 backbone to provide IPv6 access service for its students and staff.
During the design, deployment and operation of CNGI- CERNET2, we primarily had the following three concerns:
• Transition: How to make sure that IPv6 users in CNGI-CERNET2 can coexist and communicate with users in
CERNET (which is an IPv4-only network) and IPv4 Internet? This is an important issue for all IPv6 networks.
• Security: How to improve the network security, e.g. preventing anonymous attacks, enabling the trace-back
of attacks or criminals?
• Roaming: In the CNGI-CERNET2 architecture, each access network is an autonomous charging domain. How
to control cross-domain access to enable user roaming? i.e. users of one campus network can access the
Internet conveniently when they visit other campuses.
In this section, we introduce our considerations and solutions to these three issues.
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Coexistence and Communication of IPv6 Networks with the IPv4 Internet
The coexistence and communication of IPv6 networks with the IPv4 Internet is an important challenge for all IPv6only networks. During the design of CNGI-CERNET2, we had two special considerations on this transition issue:
• Uni-directionally initiated communication
In order to encourage the deployment of IPv6, we had to make sure that IPv6 users can access the IPv4 Internet, while we do not think it is necessary to support IPv4 users to visit resources in the IPv6 Internet. In other
words, IPv6 hosts can always initiate connection with any IPv4 hosts, while IPv4 hosts may not be able to initiate connection with any IPv6 hosts
• Exploit the IPv6 backbone for IPv4 traffic
Since there are only a few IPv6 services and applications in the current Internet, many ISPs do not want to
deploy new IPv6-only backbone networks because of the high cost and low utilization rate. Instead, they choose
to upgrade their IPv4 networks to Dual-Stack to enable IPv6 access service. However, there are several challenges for Dual-Stack transition: 1) Address requirement: Dual-Stack hosts or network devices still require IPv4
addresses, which are rare resources for Chinese ISPs; 2) Security and quality of service: IPv6 services closely
couple with IPv4 services, i.e. a fault in IPv6 networks would affect the operation of IPv4 networks, and potentially attackers can exploit configuration errors in IPv6 network to attack important IPv4 services; 3) IPv6 promotion: Dual-Stack hosts usually prefer IPv4 to IPv6, therefore dual stack transition cannot help IPv6 promotion,
which is an important consideration of Chinese ISPs.
As a result, CNGI-CERNET2 was designed to be a new IPv6-only network. To solve the problem of low utilization
rate of IPv6 networks, we deployed IPv4 over IPv6 tunnels and then we could exploit IPv6 networks to transit
IPv4 traffic ?ows. This not only increased the usage of IPv6 networks under the situation of insufficient IPv6
applications, but also eased the pressure of IPv4 traffic volume on the CERNET IPv4 backbone. We now do
not need to invest a lot of money in the IPv4 network to support the increasing IPv4 customers and services.
Instead, we invest in IPv6 networks and avoid the transition cost in the future.
Figure 3 illustrates the network architecture for the coexistence and communication of IPv6 with IPv4. The
4over6 tunnel, which includes a 4over6 initiator and 4over6 concentrator, is used to transit part of IPv4 traffic
?ows on the IPv6 backbone. Since our IPv6 backbone can provide better quality of service than IPv4, the 4over6
tunnel service is attractive for campus network users. The campus IVI translator [1] is used for the communication between IPv6 users and IPv4 users on the same campus. The backbone IVI translator is used for IPv6 users
to visit IPv4 resources in other campus networks or other ISP networks. Note that the deployment of 4over6
tunnel and IVI translator requires special arrangement of IP address allocation and routing configuration.

Figure 3: The Coexistence and Communication
of IPv6 Users with IPv4 Users
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Security Architecture and Trustworthy Network: SAVI
In the current Internet architecture, data packets are
forwarded hop-by-hop to their destination addresses
without any checking of their source addresses. Therefore, it is unreliable to use IP source addresses
to determine the origins of data packets. Network
attackers or criminals can spoof their IP source addresses to conceal their locations, even impersonate
other network users. To make sure that the source
addresses of all packets are reliable for network operators to diagnose and locate failures, charge users,
and prevent or trace-back malicious attacks or misbehaving hosts, etc., we are making the CNGI-CERNET2
a trustworthy network based on the Source Address
Validation Improvement (SAVI) framework [2].
With the SAVI scheme, the SAVI device monitors the
control packets sent by a host to get a legitimate IP
address, binds the IP address to the host (specified by
a particular link layer property of the host’s network
attachment, i.e. binding anchor), and then filters out
subsequent packets inconsistent with the binding entry. Obviously the implementation of SAVI would vary
with the IP address assignment method and the binding anchor.
SAVI can be deployed at any location to achieve different granularity of validation, and it is designed to
be purely network-based, i.e. needs no cooperation
of the hosts. In CNGI-CERNET2, we chose to deploy
SAVI on all access switches between hosts in IPv6 subnets and their corresponding default routers, which is
the closest location to the hosts. It is regarded as the
most effective deployment and can provide the finestgrained source address validation - packets have to
undergo IP source address validation even if they are
exchanged locally on the link.
Our current SAVI implementation accommodates two
legitimate IP addresses assignment methods, i.e. Stateless Address Auto-configuration and DHCP. The binding anchor is determined as the host’s MAC address
together with the port of the Ethernet switch to which
the IPv6 host attaches.

Currently we are still working to improve the source
address validation solution for the scenario where
some access switches cannot be upgraded to enable
the SAVI function easily. The basic idea of the solution
is as follows. We first analyze the network topology
to determine necessary check points. The devices on
these check points are called key devices. Then we
collect information about the address prefix configurations of these devices. Based on this information,
we can derive and configure filter rules on these devices automatically for network operators. We refer
this solution as Intra-AS SAV [3].
How to determine the check points is the most important part of this framework. The selection of check
points must satisfy following requirements: 1) a packet with a source address of SAVI-enabled subnets is
trustworthy, which means computers in SAVI-disabled
subnets cannot spoof SAVI-enabled subnet addresses;
2) a packet with a source address of SAVI-enabled
subnets can be reliably traced back to its corresponding host, which is the responsibility of SAVI-enabled
access switches; 3) a packet with a source address of
SAVI-disabled subnets can be reliably traced back to
its corresponding subnet. Figure 4 shows an example
of SAVA deployment.

Figure 4: An Example of SAVA Deployment
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Charging and Cross-domain Roaming Access
How to improve user mobility is an important concern of the Next Generation Internet. In the current stage,
CNGI- CERNET2 does not plan to propose and deploy any revolutionary architecture to improve mobility.
Instead, we are trying to provide as much as possible mobility based on currently available technologies and
architectures.
In CNGI-CERNET2, each campus network needs to pay CERNET2 backbone for its traffic ?ows. At the same time,
each campus network can determine its own charging policies and collect money from its network users. Therefore, most campus networks assign passports to their legitimate users, and deploy accounting gateways at
the exit points of their networks to CNGI-CERNET2 backbone. The gateways only allow packets from legitimate
users to traverse and they also log the traffic volume of each user for charging purposes.
We develop and deploy SAVI module and access control module on all IPv6 access switches. Figure 5 shows
the procedure of an IPv6 user getting Internet access service. The user first contacts with DHCP server and
gets a legitimate IPv6 address. The SAVI module in the access switch monitors this connection, binds the IP
address with the related switch port and the host’s MAC. This is to ensure that all packets from this switch are
with authentic source addresses. Then the access control module asks the user to provide its passport ID and
password, which is further sent to the authentication server for authentication. If the information is correct, the
switch will allow the host to access this campus network. At the same time, the authenticated user information
is sent to the accounting gateway. The gateway binds the user ID with its IP address, allows the users’ packets
to traverse, and sends its aggregated traffic information to the accounting server for charging.
This authentication and charging architecture greatly restricts users’ mobility, i.e. users from one campus cannot access Internet when they visit other campuses due to the lack of cross-domain authentication and charging. Here, we cannot simply distribute the CERNET ID to replace the campus ID to solve the issue - we have
to respect the decision of the home campus network on whether a user is allowed to roam to a destination
campus, because campus-campus settlement or campus-backbone settlement is preferred to the scheme that
the destination campus network collects money directly from the roaming users.

Figure 5: IPv6 Access Service:
Authentication and Charging

Figure 6: The procedure of cross-domain
roaming service
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When a user roams from its home campus A to a
destination campus B, same as B’s local users, it first
sends an authentication request to B’s authentication
server. The authentication server realizes it is a roaming user, and then sends a roaming authentication
request to B’s roaming server. The roaming server
would ask CERNET-ID server to forward authentication request to A’s authentication system. To reduce
the latency of this authentication procedure, the CERNET-ID server can cache, even pull, authentication
information from A’s authentication system.
After B’s authentication server confirms that the roaming user is authenticated successfully, B starts to
treat the roaming user in the same way as local users,
i.e. notifying the gateway, collecting traffic information for accounting etc. B’s accounting server reports
roaming transaction fees periodically to the CERNETID server and gets reimbursement from the CNGICERNET2 backbone. We can see that the CERNET-ID
server is responsible to control roaming access, authenticate and log the behavior of roaming users, and
help accomplish settlement between the home campus and destination campus.

4) Conclusion
CERNET is enthusiastic on deploying IPv6 to solve the
imminent problem of IPv4 address exhaustion for
Chinese ISPs. In this article, we introduced the CNGI
Program, presented the architecture of CNGI-CERNET2 and described some concerns during its deployment and management, i.e. transition, security improvement, charging and roaming. We are still working
on all kinds of challenges in the widely deployment of
commercial IPv6 networks.
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Orange is one of the world’s leading telecommunications operators with sales of
40.9 billion euros for 2013 and has 165,000 employees worldwide in 2013, including
102,000 employees in France. Present in 32 countries, the Group has a total customer base of 236 million customers at the end of 2013, including 178.5 million mobile
customers and 15.5 million broadband internet (ADSL, fibre) customers worldwide.
Orange is one of the main European operators for mobile and broadband internet
services and, under the brand Orange Business Services, is one of the world leaders
in providing telecommunication services to multinational companies.
With its industrial project, «Orange 2020», Orange is simultaneously addressing its
employees, customers and shareholders, as well as the society in which the company operates, through a concrete set of action plans. These commitments are
expressed through a new vision of human resources for employees; through the
deployment of a network infrastructure upon which the Group will build its future
growth; through the Group’s ambition to offer a superior customer experience
thanks in particular to improved quality of service; and through the acceleration of
international development.

1) Orange’s IPv6 Program
Introducing IPv6 involves a combination of technical and project management complexity. As
with other large-scale programmes, there is a huge range of equipment and IT applications to
verify/modify. This means it is necessary to implement projects and conduct an audit of the
equipment and applications that may be affected by the introduction of IPv6 capabilities so
as to assess the impact of introducing IPv6 in network and service infrastructures, from both
technical and financial standpoints.
At the Group level, an IPv6 program was launched in 2008 to define and implement the Group’s
IPv6 strategy. Organised in three phases (Introduction (2008 – 2009), Service migration (2009
– 2013) and Production (2013 and beyond, according to the shortage estimates made by the
Group’s various subsidiaries), the IPv6 programme covers the fixed and mobile environments,
as well as the residential and business markets.
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2) Orange’s Global IPv6 Strategy in a Nutshell:
A Dual Stack Architecture, Service-Wise
The progressive introduction of IPv6 capabilities in network and service infrastructures of the Group relies
upon a so-called Dual Stack approach, where (1) networks will forward IPv4 and IPv6 traffic and (2) terminal
devices will have the ability to solicit either their IPv4 or IPv6 stack, depending on whom they want to communicate with and also depending on their technology.
A dual stack approach is the most straightforward and efficient IPv6 migration strategy, both from a technical
and economical standpoints. Within the context of this architecture:
• CPE devices are Dual Stack routers, i.e., they forward IPv4 and IPv6 traffic.
• CPE or UE devices are dynamically assigned an IPv6 prefix. Both corporate and residential CPE devices are
assigned a /56 prefix by default (in RIPE-dependent regions), but corporate customers can request the assignment of /48 prefixes as an option of the current IPv6 VPN service offering commercially launched in May
2009. IPv6 prefixes are assigned to CPE devices by means of DHCPv6.
• Mobile terminals are assigned a /64 prefix and support CLAT capabilities so that any kind of application can
be used by mobile customers whether such applications rely upon an IPV6 stack or not. Mobile customers are
provided with an IPv6-only connectivity based upon a single IPv6 PDP context. Yet, depending on the maturity
of the mobile core infrastructure as well as business development plans, some Orange affiliates may choose
to go through an intermediate Dual Stack phase, where mobile terminals are still assigned an IPv4 address
(global or private), and either two distinct PDP contexts or a single v4v6 PDP context are established.
• Privately-addressed IPv4 traffic is encapsulated (by CPE devices) in IPv6 datagrams which are forwarded towards one of the available DS-Lite CGN capabilities deployed in the access network. CGN capabilities ARE
NOT a solution to the global IPv4 address depletion, simply because the deployment of NAT capabilities in
the network keeps on using global IPv4 addresses. CGN capabilities are only meant to rationalize global IPv4
address usage during the transition period, because of the rarefaction of these global IPv4 addresses. CGN
capabilities DO NOT QUESTION IPv6 deployment. Instead, CGN capabilities should rather encourage IPv6
deployment.
• IPv6 traffic is natively forwarded in the network
by means of the so-called 6PE approach, where
PE routers become dual stack routers while the
core of the MPLS networking infrastructures (that
is, the P routers) remains unchanged. IPv6 traffic
will therefore be conveyed over MPLS LSP paths
that have been dynamically computed and established by the typical MPLS machinery, relying
upon the IPv4 Interior Gateway Protocol (that is,
IS-IS in most of Orange’s IP/MPLS infrastructures).
Indeed, the 6PE design avoids the need for an IPv6
IGP, while preserving MPLS as the privileged transfer plane.
Figure 1 provides a networking overview of this approach in a wireline context.
Figure 1: Dual Stack Architecture (Networking View – Wireline Access).
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3) IPv6 Deployment Status in Orange
Orange provides IPv6 peering services since 2002. The IPv6 VPN service offering provided by Orange Business
Orange is available since 2009. Orange Poland is the first European Group subsidiary to offer IPv6 connectivity
services to its fixed and mobile customers since November and March 2013, respectively. In Poland, IPv6 traffic
represents 25% of the traffic generated by and forwarded to Orange Poland customers, as of December 2014.
Other major European affiliates like France and Spain plan to provide IPv6 connectivity services to their customers in the 2016-2017 timeframe.
In France, successful internal filed trials for FTTH and mobile users have been conducted since 2013. Orange
France will organize a large scale field trial that will involve 100,000+ FTTH customers in 2015.
African countries, supported by Orange in collaboration with AfriNIC and the ISOC, are heavily involved in
deploying IPv6 networks and services, even though IPv4 address shortage is currently not foreseen before
2019. The primary motivation for Orange’s affiliates of the AMEA region to provide IPv6 connectivity services
is the need to guarantee their customers that they can access to any type of content available on the Internet,
including IPv6-only content.
Fifteen IPv6 projects have now been launched in Orange countries of the AMEA region, notably in Cameroon,
Ivory Coast, Jordan, Mali, Mauritius (which provide IPv6 connectivity services for AfriNIC since 2010, now extending the service to their residential customers), Morocco (where the MARWAN academic network is IPv6-ready),
Senegal (where IPv6 VPN services are available since 2010), and Tunisia.

4) The Rise of the Machines
Current and forthcoming developments around the Internet of Things (IoT) are likely to dramatically distort the
global Internet routing system. With the foreseen connection of several tens of billions of intelligent, IP-addressable devices, the Internet enters a new era that inevitably raises technical challenges:

• The ability to uniquely identify each and every object, regardless of its technology and whether such objects
are in motion or not;

• The ability to accommodate a dramatic traffic growth that will impact the design and the operation of access
and core infrastructures, as a function of the nature of the traffic to be exchanged between devices, as well as
the traffic patterns. The nature of the service will also impact traffic forwarding policies, based upon criteria
that include (but are not limited to) route robustness, path reliability, preservation of data privacy and traffic
prioritization in congested network resource conditions.

5) Typical Use Cases
One of the typical use cases that further illustrates the challenges raised by the deployment of the Internet of
Things is e-health services.
The active monitoring of a set of biometric data assumes the ability to dynamically compute routes that will
be used to convey such data collected by the sensors towards the nearest hospital facility whenever a specific
threshold has been crossed, for example. Such routes need to be very specific from a traffic engineering standpoint, given the highly sensitive nature of the data and the need to rapidly react to any health condition (e.g.,
a heart attack).
This implies dynamic route computation schemes that can take into account not-so-usual routing metrics such
as the nature of the traffic, the status of the energy or the CPU consumption of the communication device, the
network bandwidth resources, etc.
Also, there are typical seasonal epidemics (e.g., winter’s flu) that need to be dynamically monitored at the scale
of a region or a country so that authorities can make appropriate decisions (e.g., vaccine campaign policies for
populations at risk).
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From a networking perspective, the ability to dynamically monitor the progress of specific epidemics assumes
carefully designed traffic forwarding policies that are adapted to the management of mobile communities that
would be in charge of not only processing emergency calls, but also collecting statistical data related to the
importance, the severity and the scope of the epidemics.
These two examples of e-health services raise the following technical networking challenges:
• Efficient addressing and naming schemes for a large population of connected devices (typically health sensors),

• Dynamic, multi-metric, self-adaptive, route computation schemes for the sakes of service performance, scalability and robustness,

• Preservation of the privacy that is typical of the nature of the data to be forwarded over the networking
infrastructures,

• Dynamic mobility management, as well as self-adaptive interconnect design schemes that can take advan-

tage of any existing networking infrastructure (both wired and wireless) for the sake of service-inferred, traffic forwarding policies.

6) IPv6 is the privileged IoT federative layer
The reportedly massive deployment of machine-to-machine (M2M) communication services over the IoT is a
natural business incentive for the IPv6 protocol.
Indeed, given its almost unlimited addressing space as well as attractive self-configuration capabilities that are
particularly well adapted to CPU- and resource-constrained communication devices that include sensors, IPv6
can be seen as the privileged federative communication protocol of the IoT network layer (Figure 2).

Figure 2: IPv6 is the Federative
Layer for IoT Networking.

Figure 2 clearly shows the ability to deploy a kind of transport-agnostic, convergent IoT that can gracefully combine wired and wireless networking infrastructures as a function of the nature and the scope of the service to
be delivered and as long as IPv6 remains the federative layer.
The IPv6 toolkit is also an attractive incentive for the IoT, as far as addressing and naming considerations are
concerned. Whether the IoT device is computerized (i.e., it supports computing and storage resources to facilitate its networking) or not (i.e., the corresponding “passive” device (such as a RFID tag) needs a mediator like
a barcode reader or a Smartphone to be networked with other devices), basically any kind of identification
scheme can be considered to facilitate IoT operation.
Orange also aims at becoming a major player in and a reference operator of the Internet of Things.
Orange has already undertaken several IPv6 development projects in order to offer new machine-to-machine
services, the first trials of which will be put in place from 2016.
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7) IPv6 deployment: success factors:
IPv6 deployment should be as transparent as possible to the end-users, and yet this suggests some education
effort (through the organization of webinars or online support/training). Vendors need to be IPv6-ready, meaning that each and every technology involved in the delivery of an IP service (not only access to the Internet,
but also VoIP and IPTV, let alone M2M) should yield committed roadmaps compliant with service providers’ IPv6
deployment plans. Also, IPv6-reachable contents must become the rule, but the involvement of players like
Google, Yahoo!, Limelight, etc. clearly demonstrates this is not an issue anymore but rather a major incentive.
The community of application developers (especially fancy widgets used by mobile customers) should become
IPv6-minded, in a sense that the said applications should be address family-independent and therefore work
properly and indifferently over IPv4 and IPv6. And of course, IPv6 evangelization every day!

8) IPv6 deployment obstacles:
Introducing IPv6 capabilities in network and service infrastructures is not that much of an issue, technically-wise.
The major issues reside in communication (IPv6 evangelization, not only the organization of IPv6 training sessions for employees, NOC centers, etc., but also for top management and marketing teams) and organization
(deploying IPv6 is isotropous: it not only concerns network devices, but also service platforms and the whole IT
infrastructure. Resource allocation commitment is a must and an IPv6 project needs to be carefully phased depending on the technological and environmental (business development, market coverage, etc.) conditions. From
a technical standpoint, the ability of service providers to make sure their customers will still be able to access the
IPv4 Internet during the forthcoming transition period is admittedly the major technical issue to address, given
the likely QoS/QoE service degradation (whatever the address sharing technology that will be selected).
Orange has produced the following excellent chart outlining how to organise an IPv6 project:
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On 10th December, 2012, Hrvatski Telekom, Deutsche Telekom’s affiliate in Croatia, successfully launched its TeraStream trial. TeraStream is a native IPv6 network,
based on an industry-leading combination of cloud and networking technologies.
IPv4 services are produced in the datacenter, delivered using IETF softwire technologies over the IPv6-only network. TeraStream makes efficient use of the large IPv6
address space for service differentiation. The Croatian TeraStream trial delivers
access speeds of up to 1 Gbps.
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1) How IPv6 Impacts Mobile
Networks:
There are two kinds of impacts:
• Platforms forwarding IPv6 traffic
• Platforms processing IP addressing on the application level

2) Dual-Stack support:
• Two primary PDP bearers IPv4 & IPv6 since 3GPP
Rel-99
• New IPv4v6 PDN type as of Rel-8 LTE networks, Rel-9
2G/3G networks

3) IPv6 support required…
nearly everywhere:
• Terminals, Packet Core, Transport Network
• OSS/BSS systems, …

4) Summary
• IPv6 introduction into existing networks has made
only slow progress in the market.
• Dual-Stack has been available for DT’s German IPbased fixed customers since September 2012.
• Dual-Stack in Mobile networks is coming to the market in 2014.
• New Network Architectures like DT’s TeraStream
show that native IPv6 can deliver a significant experience boost for the customers and significant cost
benefits for the carrier.
• Legacy IPv4 or MPLS is delivered as a service.
• DT’s TeraStream pilot has been launched at Hrvatski.
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1) Telefónica IPv6 commercial offering today
Telefónica has been an early pioneer promoting IPv6 large scale pilots in Europe by means of its R&D
branch in Spain, Telefónica I+D,
leading as prime contractor the
Telco-led Euro6IX EU-FP5 project.
As of 2015, Telefónica has carried
out its largest IPv6 commercial
deployment in the region of Latino
America, specifically in Peru. Telefónica del Peru broadband customers are behind the exponential
growth in this country peaking at
11,41% of IPv6 accesses to Google
services, according to the content
provider stats in February 2015.

Peru IPv6 stats
(https://www.vyncke.org/ipv6status/comparephp?metric=p&countries=pe)

That makes Telefónica del Perú the 11th network in terms of IPv6 traffic sent to the Content providers participating in the Internet Society IPv6 Launch stats, as shown in the next table.

Network Operators IPv6 Top List (http://www.worldipv6launch.org/measurements/ ).
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Telefónica del Peru IPv6 deployment has
focussed so far on its fixed broadband
customers and it is nowadays starting to
involve its mobile broadband customers
too. In total, Telefónica del Peru provides
Internet and Data access to 1,5Million
customers.
After Peru’s successful story Telefónica
Group is paving the way for commercial
deployments in other regions within its
footprint, spread today in almost 21 nations and providing Internet and data to a
total of 18,1 Million accesses. Telefonica’s
Telefónica Group Footprint
brands worldwide include also Movistar, http://www.telefonica.com/en/about_telefonica/html/geographic_spread/clientes.shtml
O2 and Vivo.

2) IPv6-enabled International Network
A key enabler for other Telefónica networks to migrate is the Telefónica International Network, managed by
Telefonica Global Solutions, that is able to offer dual-stack peerings and transit upon request to any of the Telefonica Networks within its native and extended coverage, as shown in the following map.

Telefónica Global Solutions – International Network Map
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3) IPv6 Migration Methodology
Getting down to every national network within Telefónica footprint, the most common methodology followed
to enable IPv6 is pretty similar to the one carried out by the reference network in Spain:
1. Early testing at Network/R&D Labs. Most of the networks have been involved in IPv6 testing since more
than 15 years ago, normally by means of collaboration projects with universities and or national or regional
funded initiatives. The most remarkable one was the Euro6IX (2002-2006) project funded by the European
Commission and led by Telefónica I+D in Spain which contributed to Telefónica’s International network
migration and a paneuropean carrier-grade testing infrastructure.
2. Network Impact Audit. Many of the networks within Telefónica have already covered this phase where
affected areas are identified and actions and related costs are envisaged. Areas under study are peering
nodes, core network, access nodes, customers equipment, operations/management systems and marketing areas (service/product definition).
3. Piloting Datacenters & customers access. Some of the most experimented networks of Telefónica have
actively participated in the Internet Society IPv6 world days in order to participate and benefit from those global experiments. For the content provision over IPv6, the most remarkable are Terra site in Brazil and Telefonica Datacenter in Spain with Telefónica’s main websites where many other large customers host their sites.
Regarding customers IPv6 access, countries such as Spain (fixed), Peru (fixed), Mexico (mobile) and Czech
Republic (fixed) participated in the ISOC IPv6 work deployment day.
4. Core migration and Access nodes migration. While the previous steps are strongly supported by research/testing areas with a significant role of Telefónica I+D in Spain, this one involves and massively
consumes resources of the actual network planification/engineering departments at each country.
The core network and its peerings/transits are normally the easiest steps and they key enabler before
any other action. Normally IPv6 traffic is carried over an MPLS core after enabling 6PE border nodes.
On the other hand, the access network migration means a selection of the IPv6 strategy first and
the evolution/change of network nodes not able to support IPv6 at a carrier-grade level. The IPv6 strategy depends on a complex combination of different factors including: the maturity of each transition technique, the available public IPv4 addresses and the consumers equipment distribution.
As long as IPv6 deployment is normally happening at the same time of IPv4 addresses exhaustion, plain
dual-stack does not fit all cases and needs to be combined with other strategies such as Carrier-Grade-NAT
(CGN), IPv6 Rapid Deployment (6RD), DualStack-Lite (DS-Lite), IPv6-only plus NAT64/DNS64, etc.
5. IPv6 commercial roll-out: This phase mainly involves the service definition, network engineering, management/operations areas. In the specific case of Spain, IPv6 commercial massive deployment is still about to start,
as long as deployment of LTE/4G and fibber networks have been prioritized on top during the last years as per
customers’ demand. The main example of this phase is the case of Peru described in the paragraphs above.

4) IPv6 Migration Strategies
There is no single solution for all Telefónica national networks due to their diversity regarding architecture,
equipment, services and roadmap. However, an overall suggested strategy considers:

• For Fixed (residential) Broadband: Dual-stack will be the main strategy whenever possible.
A shortage of IPv4 will be addressed with CG-NAT. PCP techniques will be needed because of
the double-NAT architecture (at the CG-NAT and the equipment at the customer’s premises).
In the residential fixed Broadband pilot in Spain today, customers are given one dynamic IPv4 address and,
regarding IPv6, they are given a dynamic /60 prefix plus a dynamic /64 one for the router WAN connectivity.

• For Mobile Broadband: Today users are normally provided with one private IPv4 address in the main PDPcontext. Regarding IPv6, a dynamic /64 will be provided to the same PDP-context (3GPP Rel-8 LTE and Rel-9 2G/3G).
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5) IPv6 role in a Digital Telco
With its best in class mobile, fixed and broadband networks, and innovative portfolio of digital solutions, Telefónica is transforming itself into a ‘Digital Telco’, a company that will be even better placed to meet the needs
of its customers and capture new revenue growth.
In this line, Telefónica aims to deliver New Digital Services, bringing to market, directly or through Telefónica
operating businesses, new products and services across key segments: M2M/IoT, e-Health, financial services
or cloud computing.
Additionally, Telefónica is launching New Business Areas, creating new business opportunities in areas such
as the Big Data (Telefónica Dynamic Insights) or HTML5 (Open Web Devices) launching the Firefox OS handsets
at competitive prices.
While the aforementioned Digital services and business areas are developed in a customer-driven way and not
in a technology-push fashion, IPv6 needs to be considered at some point in their roadmap.
At a minimum consideration, today’s Internet (with overall 5% hits to Google) is walking towards to an
IPv6-predominant Internet. As a consequence, all Digital products deployed in the coming years must be
at least IPv6-capable to secure their market position and smooth evolution.
Because of IPv4 address space depletion, the first IPv6-only (with NAT-ed IPv4) have already appeared. For
those customers, services access over IPv4 will be suboptimal while service IPv6-specific advanced features/
better performance will become a reality. Most Digital products will be IPv6-capable by then and thus avoiding
a suboptimal path for v6-enabled customers, however only Digital providers experimenting today with
IPv6-only product features/capabilities will own the experience and solutions and thus an advantage
position to rule the extremely competitive Digital arena.
In this field, Telefónica I+D is currently conducting studies, actions and experiments in order to conclude what
is the right point in time and strategy for adapting its Digital products to IPv6 and which advantages can be
delivered to IPv6-only customers.
Some of this tasks are executed today within the “FIWARE programme: Public-Private partnership for a Future
Internet Service Platform”, funded by the European Commission with 300 million Euro. The programme (http://
www.fiware.org) aims the design and development of open-source enablers in several areas where IPv6 may
have a significant impact: Cloud, Internet of Things (IoT), (Big-)Data interoperability, etc.
In what regards to the Cloud area and services, the way ahead to IPv6 has been cleared up by key player announcements such as facebook’s one in 2014, (http://blog.ipspace.net/2014/03/facebook-is-close-to-having-ipv6only.html ) revealing up to a 75% internal traffic over IPv6 in their datacenters and unveiling their strategy to go
to an IPv6-only datacenter soon.
Additionally, Openstack (the most extended open Cloud Solution) has released “Junos” version in 2014Q3 including for the first time IPv6 Virtual Machines and components support.
For Telefónica I+D activities this is a key fact as long as FIWARE and other Digital Service Nodes are Openstack
based. Because of the previous Openstack’s lack of IPv6 support, in the FIWARE Service Cloud (FIWARE Lab:
https://account.lab.fiware.org ), enablers supporting IPv6 users access had to be delivered out of the Openstack
environment (in KVM machines, for instance) so far.
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With the new Openstack version supporting
IPv6, v6-developers will also enjoy the easy and
fast deployment of software components in the
FIWARE Cloud. Additional, the Cloud experts in
the project will advance and experiment the
advantages of future v6-only cloud nodes.
Regarding Internet of Things, FIWARE is promoting and experimenting in practise the usage of
IPv6 and IETF-6LowPAN at the southbound, i.e.
the IoT networks, gateways and nodes. Testing
and definition of an IPv6-cellular for M2M is
also in the roadmap. At the northbound –the
interface for App/Service developers, FIWARE
is promoting the interoperability via an opensource ContextBroker based on the OMA-NGSI
protocol, which is transported over HTTP/TCP
in IPv4 or IPv6.

In order to promote IPv6 usage among
long tail Apps/Digital products developers the following set-up has been provided, together with a blog post explaining
its usage in the FIWARE web
(http://www.fiware.org/tag/ipv6-enabled/ ).

The main conclusions today regarding IPv6 state of the art for a Digital Telco are:

• The awareness of Developers communities (long-tail developers) is extremely low. IPv6 is perceived as an

•
•
•

undelaying networking technology that may come in the future and will have zero-impact on their activities,
except the IP address itself. As an example, Github (the main repository of opensource today) is not available
over IPv6.
For most Start-ups and Digital product providers, the awareness is a bit higher but still perceived as a software
upgrade that might be performed in the future.
There is a number of Big/key players such as Facebook (Cloud/Datacenter) or Google (Web Services/APIs, IoT)
that seem to believe there is a need to experiment IPv6 digital products right today, but with low impact on
their followers and the overall market so far.
From Telefónica I+D studies and experiments, we may conclude that IPv6 (software defined) networks and
services will not follow IPv4 design, mainly in the long run, and thus opportunities for better product performance and differentiating capabilities from a v6-only user/customer point of view will exist. Waiting for an
IPv6 massive roll out before researching on this topic seems not to be an option given the rapid growth and
consolidation in the past of today’s winners in the Digital arena.
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1) Contiguous address space used within the German
public sector
It was agreed to request from RIPE a contiguous IPv6 address space for the whole public administration of Germany. This comprised 16 federal states including their ministries, cities, districts, communities, schools and other public infrastructures, as well as the infrastructure for all
the federal ministries. The common request to RIPE was issued by the Federal Ministry of Interior as the representative for the public administration of Germany. RIPE granted in response
to this request a :://26 provider independent IPv6 address space end of 2009.
For the purpose of performing the strategic and operational handling of this IPv6 address
space allocated by RIPE to the German public administration the Federal Ministry of Interior
established an own LIR (de.government), which acts as single interface for this address space to
RIPE. The allocated IPv6 address space has been further sub-divided into :://32 address blocks
to be used e.g. by the different federal states and federal ministries. In this context for larger
federal states like Bavaria 4 :://32 address blocks, for smaller ones like Saxony only 2 ::// 32
address blocks are foreseen. In the process of sub-division of the whole IPv6 address space
allocated to the Germany public administration, the receivers of sub-parts, that is e.g. the single
federal states, the federal police or the ministry of defense, are asked to establish their own Sub
LIR tasked to handle their specific sub-allocations. To do this, an application for establishing a
Sub LIR had to be issued to - and granted by - the LIR.
The formal process of issuing a Sub LIR application to the LIR asks to submit a framework outlining how the IPv6 addresses to be sub-allocated to the Sub LIR are intended to be used, as well
as documentation about how the relevant processes and roles of a Sub LIR will be implemented.
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For outlining the intended IPv6 address usage, most Sub LIRs drafted an IPv6 address framework. This framework considers all possible future IPv6 address users within the Sub LIR. For a federal state these users first
can be sub-divided in state users and communal users. The state users comprise e.g. the state ministries, the
operator of the central network infrastructure connecting all the federal ministries, data centers operated on a
state level, the police or the administrative part of schools and universities operated by the state. The communal users comprise e.g. the operator of a communal network, data centers operated on a communal network,
districts, cities, communities, or the administrative part of schools operated by cities and communities. For all
these future users their IPv6 address demand was estimated.
This estimation started with looking at the various existing and future locations of a user as well their existing
and emerging services. The locations comprise fixed locations such as buildings and campuses, as well as mobile locations such as vehicles or mobile workers. The services comprise e.g. central real-time services (voice,
video, unified communication), classical office services, but also sensor networks as they are planned in future
for e.g. automated building management and monitoring.
For documenting how the relevant processes and roles of a Sub LIR will be implemented first a distinction
between the strategic and operational part of a Sub LIR was performed. The strategic role is the legal representative of the Sub LIR to the LIR de.government. In this context the strategic part is the owner of the IPv6
sub-allocation, the usage of this sub- allocation within the lines of the IPv6 address framework, as well as the
timely planning and realization of potential future IPv6 address demand. The operational part is responsible
for the handling of IPv6 address requests issued by the future users, the assignment of IPv6 address blocks
to these users, the maintenance of the respective RIPE database entries, or the handling of the DNS reverse
delegation processes. Some Sub LIRs have a single organization performing the strategic and operational parts,
in some Sub LIRs these parts have been assigned to different organizations. It is also possible to have a single
organization for the strategic part, and more than one for the operational one. For example some Sub LIRs
have one organization at state level for performing the operational part for the state users, and another one at
community level for performing the operational part for the community users.

2) Address policies for efficient IPv6 address assignment
Some of the first established Sub LIRs have already proceeded with their next relevant and important steps into
their operational business. One of these steps is the definition of a more fine-grained IPv6 address assignment
policy to the future users of the public administration. This policy should at the one hand ensure a fair address
assignment to comparable users. For example cities of a comparable size should receive the same size of an
IPv6 address block. Furthermore this policy should make the operation of the Sub LIR as efficient as possible.
For this purpose the policy outlines examples for an IPv6 address concept of a typical ministry or community.
This way the ministries and communities could follow these examples, generate independently their own individual IPv6 address concepts without too much support required from the Sub LIR, and with a high probability,
that this individual IPv6 ad- dress concepts are in line with the Sub LIR policies and in turn will result in the
requested IPv6 address assignment.
Of course such Sub LIR policies reflect the higher level policies issued by RIPE.
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3) Many applications and services within the public
administration already support IPv6
The first customers within the German public administration have already started to investigate their applications and services concerning their IPv6 readiness. As an example, one customer investigated 119 applications
and services, and 64% of these already support IPv6. For part of the remaining 36% the application and service
provider had not finally analyzed the IPv6 readiness so far and therefore didn’t want to commit to IPv6 readiness, that is, one could expect that even more than 64% of the used applications and services are IPv6 ready.
Besides classical applications, such as virus protection, network management, video communication, UNIX system management or backup services, also many customer-specific applications and services, such as integrated case management systems, anti-terrorism file systems, public prosecutor exchange systems, information
systems for dangerous goods, or information systems for Interpol and Europol are meanwhile IPv6 ready.
Often this IPv6 readiness is caused by the fact, that the applications and services are web-based and therefore
IP agnostic in its core functionality.
Some of the applications and services are not IPv6 ready so far, as IPv6 is administratively deactivated. One
example for this has been the Internet access, which for security reasons quite often is still IPv4 only. Furthermore, part of the applications and services are not IP enabled at all and consequently are not IPv6 ready.
Examples here are central building control systems, fire detection systems or burglar alarm systems. As many
of these control and alarm systems are sensor based, and as the sensor technology became more and more
IP- and specifically IPv6-ready during the last years, this situation will change in future. Finally, some of the
customer-specific applications and services have been developed by the customer him/herself, therefore the
implementation of IPv6 support, if required, has to be explicitly contracted.
In summary, many applications and services already support IPv6, however, Dual-Stack support within the
network and the environment will still be needed during the coming years.

4) Security aspects with newer Windows releases
The majority of users within the German public administration are using Windows systems.
Many of these users, which have been using Windows XP so far, have been confronted with the termination
of the support for Windows XP by Microsoft on April 2014; consequently they have been forced to migrate to
Windows 7 or 8. With newer Windows releases, IPv6 is increasingly integrated within the operation system.
For example, IPv6 link local addresses are automatically configured and systems automatically try to discover
neighbor nodes and services on the local network. Additionally, tunnel interfaces are automatically generated,
such as Teredo or ISATAP interfaces.
So far, users with no IPv6 expertise and no concept to introduce IPv6 in their network always tended to deactivate IPv6 on their Windows systems in order to avoid security implications. However, with newer Windows
versions this deactivation is no longer an alternative. First of all the deactivation itself is not that easy, as it
requires modification and configuration deep inside the registry - something that at least the classical user is
not experienced with. Also, more and more applications and services coming with Windows depend on IPv6
and are consequently no longer available if IPv6 is deactivated. Examples are:
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• the Windows Home Group, which allows sharing of resources such as printers or files in the local environment,
• the Remote Assistance functionality, which allows remote support by trusted persons and which is based on
the IPv6 only Easy Connect functionality,
• the Direct Access functionality, which allows a remote access to a company or home network by an administrator without using VPNs, and
• the Windows Meeting Space, which allows the establishment of a local ad hoc network used to exchange files
or to share the desktop.
However, the main concerns with the deactivation of IPv6 in newer Windows releases are conflicts with running
service and support contracts. Concerning Microsoft, newer Windows releases are tested solely within DualStack environments, therefore problems with these releases within IPv4-only environments may not be encountered. Furthermore also the Microsoft support makes use of Dual-Stack environments, that is, problems
reported by customers within IPv4-only environments may be difficult to reproduce. Therefore many service
and support contracts may have limitations if users run their newer Windows releases in IPv4-only environments. For many customers these contractual limitations are more relevant than possible security implications
caused by the introduction of IPv6 functionality in non IPv6 enabled environments.
For customers the only way out of this dilemma is the generation of a concept for secure IPv6 deployment
as soon as possible, which is difficult within the public sector due to the limitations of available budget and
resources.
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1) Introduction
The past decade - and particularly the last few years - underlined the fact that strategic business
decisions will include an IT dimension and will rely on a scalable, agile and enabling IT environment. The effective and positive impact of IT will require IT organizations that can effectively
navigate through and leverage three major inflexion points: IPv6 Transition, Cloud Adoption
and Application Management.

Scalability = IPv6 Transition
It is a well-accepted fact that the private IPv4 address space simply does not meet the needs of
our growing footprint in terms of both users and, more importantly, number of devices. IPv6
is essential to scaling the experiences we gained running IP infrastructures and the enable the
service innovation of the past few years. The Internet of Things will be IPv6 based and all service
delivery infrastructures and applications enabling them must be IPv6 based as well.
It is essential to point out that the right approach to building next generation infrastructures is to
seek IPv6-based solutions and not just IPv6-ready solutions. It is important to architect around
IPv6 features and capabilities and strive for backwards compatibility wherever necessary.

Agility = Cloud Adoption
The effective use of IT resources that enable services with just the right amount of resources for
the right amount of time is critical to business agility. Cloud adoption at private and public level is
key to enabling an IT as a Services organization. IT organizations and consumers alike will start to
tap into Cloud offerings. Most organizations have bought into the cost benefits and service delivery benefits of an elastic and flexible cloud based service delivery model. The focus has recently
shifted more towards the service, business and operational flexibility provided by the Cloud.
It is essential to point out that while Public cloud infrastructures are very well established and
continue to increase service portfolio and optimize delivery, private cloud infrastructures are
still gathering momentum, experience and lessons learned.
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Enablement = Application Management
All IT organizations are facing or will face a new wave of applications that are large in numbers, cloud ready
and with much shorter lifecycles. Managing these applications through the IT environment will be challenging.
Managing these applications across a hybrid Cloud infrastructure will be even more challenging.
Figure 1 captures the three inflexion points described.
The inflexion points shown in
Figure 1 represent foundational,
all-encompassing changes. They
touch every aspect of the IT environment, they are very complex
and they are interdependent.
This paper focuses on the bottom
of the pyramid. Both Cloud adoption and IPv6 transition impact
every aspect of the environment
from infrastructure (network,
compute, storage), to processes,
operations and management tools that fit in cloud orchestration
Figure 1. IT inflexion points
and support IPv6 to applications
which must become cloud and IPv6 ready. Both cloud adoption and IPv6 transition are complex as they require
coordination across multiple groups and projects for an effective and optimal implementation. For both service providers and enterprises, these two transitions will be major undertakings in their own right. It is not
just about refreshing the infrastructure, it is about orchestration, about operations about expertise needed to
support IPv6 infrastructures and Cloud services.
On top of it all, the two transitions are interdependent in that IPv6 provides the resources and the capabilities
to scale up cloud deployments. IPv6 simplifies manageability while supporting distributed cloud resources and
consumers. Executing one transition independent of the other is likely to lead to suboptimal or shorter term
solutions.
The bottom line is that IT organizations must expand the scope of individual cloud adoption or IPv6 transition
efforts, they must take a comprehensive approach to managing these inflexion points.
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2) Process Optimization Considerations
All major IT technology deployments will touch the three pillars of the
organization (Figure 2): People, Process and Technology.
The two inflexion points of Cloud and IPv6 touch all aspects of the IT
organization, the organizations of the vendors delivering products and
of service providers involved in implementation and operation. As an
example, lack of timely readiness of a service provider in terms of its
staff and tools ability to support the technology could delay or render the
strategy of the IT organization ineffective.
Subsequently, many of the steps taken in order to prepare an organization for Cloud or IPv6, to deploy the technology and to operate it are
similar, as shown in Figure 3. Correlating the two projects leads to opportunities to better justify budget requests, leads to process optimizations
and cost savings.

Figure 2: The scope of Cloud adoption
and IPv6 transition

Figure 3: Aligning transitions

It is possible to take advantage of the following alignment opportunities:
• Both Cloud adoption and IPv6 transition require a review of the applications,
• Making a portfolio of the operational tools from the perspective of both projects in one pass provides many
benefits,
• When defining the new network, compute and storage standards for the cloud infrastructure, make sure they
are IPv6-ready,
• Plan to leverage the size of the IPv6 address space to embed more information into the IP address to simplify
management,
• When selecting the tools for cloud orchestration, ensure their IPv6 readiness,
• The same goes for the cloud providers you include in your cloud strategy.
Experience shows that by addressing the two inflexion points within a common, converged IT strategy, organizations are more effective and avoid the cost and the impact of re-work.
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3) Technology Optimization Considerations
While IPv6 adoption is quietly picking up steam, in the Cloud world, we can clearly see OpenStack gaining
more and more traction. The opportunity offered by IPv6 to design and implement a new, more scalable and
manageable infrastructure is more and more leveraged towards the realization of the next generation IT environment. The promise of open-cloud infrastructure and strong support from developers in the community are
leading early adopters to reconsider the way they design public, private, or even hybrid clouds.
Cloud and IPv6 together offer technology opportunities beyond their individual strengths:
• The larger IP address space makes it easier to manage large cloud infrastructures,
• The larger IP address space makes it easier to embed service relevant information and as such, manage policies better at the OpenStack level,
• The larger IP address space makes it easier to manage the creation, expansion and removal of virtual private
cloud environments without changes in policy and easy integration with on-premise enterprise infrastructures,
• Neighbor Discovery capabilities allow for an additional signaling mechanism that can increase the provisioning options,
• The IPv6 specific DHCP-Prefix Delegation functionality enables new deployment models,
• Neighbor Discovery protocol inherent functionality simplifies implementation and management of large
scale broadcast domains,
• IPv6 specific provisioning mechanisms can be used to simplify aspects of orchestration,
• IPv6 protocol capabilities can make the implementation of VXLANs significantly easier than in IPv4.
While IPv6 adoption started to make its way and positively impact multiple verticals in the industry, very little
has been done in the cloud arena, particularly in the case of OpenStack. It is difficult to find documentation that
explains how to deploy OpenStack in IPv6 environments with the exception of a chapter in OpenStack Compute
Administrator Guide available on OpenStack (www.openstack.org) web site.
Deploying an IPv6 enabled, private or a carrier grade cloud with OpenStack still requires additional work on the
main distribution. Several of the elements in the standard OpenStack architecture (Figure 4) are IPv6 capable
however, full, end-to-end functionality will require patching.

Figure 4. OpenStack Architecture
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For an example of some of the patching needed and the reasoning behind it, review the following case study
on enabling IPv6 on the Havana release of OpenStack:
http://www.nephos6.com/pdf/OpenStack-Havana-on-IPv6.pdf
The whitepaper sheds light on the challenges of enabling IPv6, the steps needed to achieve it but most importantly, the architectural shortcomings due to lack of IPv6 understanding.
Nevertheless, there are not many better alternatives for implementing an IPv6 private cloud. As part of the
cloud strategy and all projects launched to support it, at a minimum, the IT organization should require:
• IPv6 enabled products for its data centers and cloud deployment,
• IPv6 enabled cloud services from cloud providers and application providers.
These requirements will provide the information needed for a realistic cloud strategy plan and would drive the
vendors to understand the demand and importance of IPv6.

4) Innovation
The sooner a cohesive strategy for Cloud and IPv6 is pursued and put in place, the sooner the organization
will be able to discover its value and will be able to innovate on this platform. Industry experience shows that
organizations that pursued IPv6 enabled and not just IPv6 ready cloud infrastructures developed innovative
new designs and capabilities.
Some of the technical areas that present opportunities for innovation were listed earlier however, it is expected that with a broader participation in Cloud+IPv6 projects, more ideas will be developed. There are significant operational related innovations that can be generate simply based on the large addressing resources
provided by IPv6.

5) Conclusion
Cloud adoption and IPv6 transition are two major inflexion points in the evolution of IT. The two are happening
at the same time, they are complex, they touch every aspect of IT and they are interdependent. Every IT strategy must address the two comprehensively, in unison and must make sure it develops IPv6 enabled and not
just IPv6 ready cloud based infrastructures. IPv6 enables a more effective, more scalable cloud that can deliver
services to an Internet of Things based world.
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The flexibility and general programmability offered by the Software Defined Networking (SDN) technology has generated a disruption in the evolution of the network.
It offers enormous benefits to network control and opens new ways of communication by defining powerful but simple switching elements (forwarders) that can use
any single field of a packet or message to determine the outgoing port to which it
will be forwarded. Such features can be exploited to build a protocol agnostic underlying network as the basement to extend IPv6 support for the Internet of Things (IoT)
and thus resolve some of the main challenges IoT exposes, such as the ability to let
devices connected to heterogeneous networks to communicate each other. In the
present document we describe a general model to integrate SDN and IoT by mapping object identities or identifiers to IPv6 addresses so that they can be reached by
other objects or computers throughout the Internet. This will also effectively allow
the communication among heterogeneous objects and networks. However, this
solution has exposed other (simpler) challenges must be resolved, evaluated, and
validated against current and future solutions before the design of the integrated
approach can be finished.
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1) Introduction
The spread of the Internet of Things (IoT) concept has imposed new complex requirements to both networking
and internetworking schemes in current and future networks, specially the Internet. To make it real, networks
must welcome heterogeneity, not just in devices but also in networking behavior and underlying protocols.
This is because each IoT object (device or thing) has been configured, or even designed, to accomplish specific
objectives. Moreover, the entire environment where some objects are deployed is usually designed with a specific objective. In the end, IoT implies the broad interconnection of several heterogeneous networks, the objects
that compose them, the environments where they are running, the upper and lower layer protocols they are
using, and even the disparate objectives they have.
One of the most widespread approaches to build such view is the adaptation of a common protocol to all
objects and environments. This has been the role of IP for the Internet and it is often proposed as the solution
for IoT, especially with the advent of IPv6. However, such a huge endeavour is far from being real and it even
has its own challenges and drawbacks. The main negative impact is the loss of the intrinsic heterogeneity in
the network level. Objects and protocols have specific designs because they have to cover with specific requirements and objectives, so forcing them to fit with a common and singular protocol is not a good option for
most object designers.
From the opposite perspective of the network comes the Software Defined Networking (SDN) approach. It encompasses the widespread programmability of network elements, both endpoints and intermediate elements.
The first step has been the definition of general schemes to separate control and data planes in switching
and routing elements. This has been accompanied with the simplification of intermediate network elements,
which now become mere packet forwarders, and the definition of a general control protocol that is used to
set them with the necessary forwarding rules to accomplish with the objective of the network. Moreover, this
scheme also proposes a conceptually centralized brain that knows the topology and state of the network to
take decisions about packet forwarding, represents them into forwarding rules, and communicate them to the
forwarding entities.
Contemplating the characteristics of SDN from the IoT perspective has led us to consider how SDN can be used
to keep heterogeneity in networks and objects while building a bigger cooperation scheme based on IPv6 by
just integrating into the network a new higher layer control solution that interacts with the SDN controllers.

2) Proposed Approach
The first step in the design of the integration of SDN and IoT is to gather and analyze the different types of workloads that
IoT elements will push to the network.
This is the key aspect of the design and
will determine the structure and modularity level of the IoT Controller. This is a
high level controller that is connected to
the SDN controller to interact with it and
thus model the underlying network behavior and response to IoT operations.
Figure 1: Integration Overview
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The general view of the integration of SDN and IoT , as shown in Figure 1, includes a minimum set of functional
blocks, differentiated by the actor and plane to which they pertain, that is object or network, data or control
plane. Thus, two objects connected to SDN-enabled networks will be able to interact with the IoT controller by
using their internal IoT agents. The objective is to provide context information to the controller for it to take
the necessary decisions and reflect them into the underlying network. This includes to set up the necessary
forwarding table entries as well as to store the IPv6 address mappings of the involved elements. Although the
IoT controller is depicted as just one functional block, it is internally modular so new functionality can be added
to the IoT overlay without affecting other elements, neither needing to establish new relations with the SDN
controller.
In current network architectures and protocols, a typical communication begins when a network object, the
requester, asks the network to which it is attached to send a data packet or message of some type to another
network object, the responder, that can be attached to the same network or another one. Before this can take
place, the requester needs to know the identifier or address of the responder, and it has to be specified into the
transaction. This model is applicable to most protocols, including IoT protocols as well as IPv6.
For such communication, the network establishes a path from the requester to the responder. Such a path
may be logical (establishing a persistent connection or circuit) or virtual (merely following routing tables). Here
is where SDN enters into the game to allow objects relying on different (and thus heterogeneous) protocols to
talk to each other. Thus, SDN mechanisms can be used to establish a path that connects both endpoints. Here
it is called a forwarding path and it is achieved by setting up the necessary forwarding rules into all forwarding
elements found in such path.
This point is where the IoT controller finds its role. It has to receive the communication interest from the
requester, find the responder in the network graph, calculate the path using some routing algorithm, build the
forwarding rules depending on the nature of the protocols used by the objects, and finally communicating such
rules to the SDN controller for it to set them into the forwarders.
Communication interests are sent to the IoT controller by IoT agents installed into the objects. They will be
integrated with other components of the object in order to find out the necessary details of the communication
that is being established, such as the identifier or address of the destination object. This information is sent
to the IoT controller before the communication is actually initiated, so the network will be prepared for it to
proceed.
Once the IoT controller receives such interest with the identifier or address of the responder it has to find it in
the network graph. This is easy because IoT agents will be registered into the IoT controller and they provide
their corresponding identifier or address. Then, this controller calculates a path that connects both objects by
running a routing algorithm with topology information from both IoT and SDN levels. This way, it is sure that
the resulting path fits into the network and follows the possible rules established by network administrators at
IoT or SDN levels.
Knowing the specific protocols used by both communication endpoints and having calculated the path that
information will follow, the IoT controller now builds the necessary forwarding rules for each element of the
path. Depending on the protocol used by the objects, the rules will have different matching fields from packets and will have different actions. If the protocols are different and not compatible, some rules will make
the forwarders to adapt or translate it so the packets reach their destination in a manner that the destination
understands.
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Finally, the resulting rules are communicated to the SDN controller which uses the corresponding control protocol to set them into the forwarders indicated by the IoT controller. At this moment the path is built and both
objects may begin their conversation. The whole process is very quick but may introduce some delay. However,
it is only introduced to the first packet because once the rules are set into the forwarders, they run almost as
efficient as any switch or router, especially if SDN switches are built on specific and optimized hardware.
When the objects that communicate are attached to different SDN islands that are in turn connected to the
Internet, the IoT controller has to create a mapping between the objects and the IPv6 address they have assigned. If an object does not have an assigned address, a new address will be allocated and assigned to such object.
The IoT controller will communicate such mapping to the SDN controller, so it will set up the necessary protocol
translations into the forwarding elements, especially those connected to the borders of the network (gateways).
As mentioned above, in order to form part of the IoT overlay, each object has to be registered into the IoT
controller. This task is performed by the IoT agent associated to the object. The registration process will provide
the IoT controller with the necessary information about the object, such as its network protocol, the underlying
network to which it is tied, and its identifier or address.
The view of a global communication is composed of an object A, identified by IdA, that wants to communicate
with an object B, identified by IdB, and NetA and NetB that represent the networks to which A and B are correspondingly connected. When A sends a message to IdB, NetA receives it, sends it to the SDN controller that
in turn sends it to the IoT controller (this process is simplified and includes some more details that we have
given out for simplicity). Then, the IoT controller finds IdB in the IoT network graph and determines that it is
in a different island so the path between the two objects crosses the Internet. Then, the IoT controller uses or
reserves new IPv6 addresses for IdA and IdB, and saves mappings among them (IdA = IPv6_A, IdB = IPv6_B).
Now, the IoT controller builds the forwarding rules and sends them to the SDN controller. The SDN controller
sets those rules to the underlying forwarding elements so that the packages coming from A will be forwarded
to the gateway of NetA that in turn translates or embeds those packets into IPv6 packets, using the mapping
information provided by the IoT controller, before sending them to the destination network through the Internet. Then, the gateway of NetB will extract the packets, apply other transformations if specified, and forward
them to B. The inverse process occurs when B sends a packet to A.

3) Research Challenges and Objectives
Building the architecture described in the previous section exposes a set of research issues that have to be
addressed by the design of the integration mechanism and the architecture in general. They are summarized
as follows:
• Common and heterogeneous identification scheme: Objects may use different identification schemes, mainly
related to the underlying network protocol they are using. In order to allow them to interoperate we need to
survey the different identification approaches used by the protocols that will be supported by the IoT network.
This will determine the form of the common mapping reference that will be used by the IoT controller to project
every naming space into the others, so identifiers used by objects are compatible with their protocols.
• Where to instantiate IoT agents: Although IoT agents have little work to do, so they are lightweight, not all objects may be able to instantiate an agent by themselves. Nevertheless, there are other places where they can
be instantiated on behalf of those objects, such as the network gateway to which they are connected, the SDN
forwarder (switch), or even together with the IoT controller as a different module. These alternatives have to
be evaluated from different perspectives so that the best one is included into the design or even concluding
that more than one has to be considered.
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• Routing algorithm: There are many good routing algorithms that can be used to find the path between two
objects but they work with just one topology. The architecture described here requires a routing algorithm
that considers the state of two separate but overlapped topologies, the underlying SDN topology and the
overlay IoT topology. The algorithm must also consider different aspects such as policies or bandwidths. A
proper algorithm to deal with this requirement has to be found and evaluated in order to determine how it
fits with the objectives of this approach.
• Forwarding rule formulation: Once the path has been calculated, the IoT controller has to reflect it into different rules that will be sent to different forwarders (switches). Although it is easy to do, the formulation is not
direct and has to consider the different adaptations, mappings, underlying protocols, matching fields, and
general actions necessary to properly forward a packet towards its destination.
• Northbound API stabilization: Current SDN models include the so called northbound API that can be used by
external modules, such as the IoT controller, to communicate control operations to the SDN controller. However, this API is not well defined nor stabilized, so a requirement of the current approach is to find (or wait for)
the stabilization of such interface.
• IoT controller modularity: In the previous section we have described the main functionality of the IoT controller but it should be open to future enhancements in the form of new modules. This requires a thorough
study of the most extensive and durable module systems and how they have evolved on time so the selected
alternative ensures the evolution ability of the proposed approach.
• Deployment procedure: An initial deployment procedure should be designed and analyzed from the point of
view of the SDN and currently available infrastructures. As this is the key aspect for the success of the proposal, it is important to validate it against current and future networks during the initial phases of the research.

4) Conclusion
As discussed throughout this paper, the flexibility offered by SDN can be effectively used to allow objects
connected to heterogeneous networks to communicate each other by using IPv6 as interconnection mechanism. This is independent of the capabilities of such objects, so it fits perfectly into IoT scenarios.
Limited computation or communication ability is an important factor that determines the shape of IoT networks
and the protocols they use. It has meant the design of specific protocols for specific purposes which are generally incompatible each other and does not permit the objects to easily interact. This problem can be resolved
by using the mechanisms offered by SDN by just building a network service on its top that gives support to IoT
objects. Nevertheless, this exposes other challenges that must be resolved before continuing with the design
of the discussed approach. However, the new challenges and research objectives are much simpler than the
premises of the general problem, so resolving them would be a good start towards the design of the integrated
architecture.
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1) Abstract

2) Introduction

The public IPv4 address space managed by IANA (http://
www.iana.org) has been completely depleted by Feb
1st, 2011. This creates by itself an interesting challenge
when adding new things and enabling new services on
the Internet. Without public IP addresses, the Internet
of Things capabilities would be greatly reduced. Most
discussions about IoT have been based on the illusionary assumption that the IP address space is an unlimited resource or it is even taken for granted that IP is
like oxygen produced for free by nature. Hopefully, the
next generation of Internet Protocol, also known as IPv6
brings a solution. In early 90s, IPv6 was designed by the
IETF IPng (Next Generation) Working Group and promoted by the same experts within the IPv6 Forum since
1999. Expanding the IPv4 protocol suite with larger address space and defining new capabilities restoring end
to end connectivity, and end to end services, several IETF
working groups have worked on many deployment scenarios with transition models to interact with IPv4 infrastructure and services. They have also enhanced a combination of features that were not tightly designed or
scalable in IPv4, such as IP mobility and ad-hoc services,
catering for the extreme scenario where IP becomes a
commodity service enabling lowest cost networking deployment of large scale sensor networks, RFID, IP in the
car, to any imaginable scenario where networking adds
value to commodity. For that reason, IPv6 makes feasible
the new conception of extending Internet to consumer
devices, physical systems and any imaginable thing, that
can benefit from the connectivity. IPv6 broadens the addressing space in order to support all the emerging Internet-enabled devices. In addition, IPv6 has been designed
to provide secure communications to users and mobility
for all devices attached to the user; thereby users can
always be connected. This work provides an overview of
our experiences addressing the challenges in terms of
connectivity, reliability, security and mobility of the Internet of Things through IPv6. This paper describes the key
challenges, how they have been solved with IPv6, and
finally presents the future works and vision that describe
the roadmap of the Internet of Things in order to reach
an interoperable, trustable, mobile, distributed, valuable,
and powerful enabler for emerging applications such as
Smarter Cities, Human Dynamics, Cyber-Physical Systems, Smart Grid, Green Networks, Intelligent Transport
Systems, and ubiquitous healthcare.

The number of things that are connected to the Internet is growing exponentially. This has led to defining
a new conception of Internet, the commonly called
Internet of Things.
Internet of Things ecosystems are composed, on the
one hand, of so-called smart objects, i.e. tiny and highly constrained physical devices in terms of memory
capacity, computation capability, energy autonomy,
and communication capabilities. On the other hand,
the Internet of Things is made up of identification tags
and codes that allow identifying a specific thing in a
unique and global way.
Several technologies are enabling these types of interactions.
First, dealing with smart objects we can find technologies such as 6LoWPAN for Wireless Sensor Networks
(IEEE 802.15.4), Bluetooth Low Energy (IEEE 802.15.1)
for Wireless Personal Area Networks, WiFi Low Power
(IEEE 802.11) for Wireless Local Area Networks, and
finally Long Term Evolution â€“ Advanced (LTE-A) for
machine to machine communications in Wide Area
Networks.
Second, for the identification of things the most extended technologies are barcode for the simple identification of a resource (e.g. product identifier), Quick
Response (QR) or matrix barcodes for the extended
identification of a resource (e.g. plain text and Universal Resource Locators (URLs)), Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) for the digital identification of
resources with capabilities for multiple resource
identification, identification out of line of sight, and
extended identification capability. Finally, Near Field
Communication (NFC) for the digital identification of
resources through personal devices such as smart
phones, and the establishment of peer-to-peer (P2P)
communications.
Finally, other existing Internet technologies and devices such as smart phones, tablets, laptops, industrial technologies, appliances, and building automation are also considered part of the Internet of Things.
This new conception of extending Internet to any relevant thing is feasible thanks to the new version of the
Internet Protocol (IPv6). IPv6 spreads the addressing
space in order to support all the emerging Internetenabled devices.
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IPv6 has been designed to provide secure communications to users and mobility for all devices attached
to the user; thereby users can always be connected.
IPv6 features are what have made it possible to think
about connecting all the objects and to build the Internet of Things.
The objective of the Internet of Things is the integration and unification of all communications systems that
surround us. Hence, the systems can get a total control
and access to the other systems in order to provide
ubiquitous communication and computing with the
purpose of defining a new generation of services.
IPv6 is considered the most suitable technology for
the Internet of Things, since it offers scalability, flexibility, tested, extended, ubiquitous, open, and end-toend connectivity.
For that reason, some efforts are being carried out
to provide mechanisms for enabling an IPv6 address
for each one of the things; ranging from identification
tags and legacy technologies to the mentioned emerging technologies to build smart objects. Thereby, the
integration of multi-technology networks in a common all-IP network is reached.
For the first nature of devices, i.e. identification tags,
and legacy technologies from building automation
and industrial control the IPv6 Addressing Proxy technology has been proposed, and for the second nature
of devices, i.e. emerging technologies such as Bluetooth Low Energy and to offer a lightweight integration of IPv6 header for global communications an optimization of 6LoWPAN, denominated GLoWBAL IPv6
has been proposed.
Thereby, Internet of Things is moving towards a more
ubiquitous and mobile Internet-powered ecosystem.
Once all the things are IPv6 addressable, we can
consider that they are also empowered with all the IP
protocols, i.e. protocol for mobility such as MIPv6 and
security such as IPSec. However, it is not feasible for
all the things and resources integrated into the Internet of Things ecosystems to be associated with protocols designed with the considerations of devices with
higher capabilities.
Internet of Things devices, the so-called smart objects,
are energy and resource constrained, host based protocols require most of the signalling on end nodes and
because the design features of the Internet of Things

networks were not considered in the design issues of
the host based protocols. For example, considering
a network with the technology 6LoWPAN over IEEE
802.15.4, a 6LoWPAN node may run out of energy
causing a fault in the network, this has restriction in
size packets and this presents aggressive techniques
to conserve energy by using of sleep schedules with
long sleep periods, they just wake up to receive IPv6
signalling messages, this feature introduces delays in
the reception of messages because they are not attended until that the node wakes up. Therefore, these
delays, power restrictions, and packet size restrictions
are not considered in the current IPv6 protocols.
Nevertheless, Mobility management and security
continue being required for the Internet of Things.
Mobility management is a desired feature for the
emerging Internet of Things. Mobility-aware solutions increase the connectivity and enhance adaptability to changes of location and infrastructure.
Internet of Things is enabling a new generation of
dynamic ecosystems in environments such as smart
cities and hospitals.
Dynamic ecosystems require ubiquitous access to
Internet, seamless handover, flexible roaming policies, and an interoperable mobility protocol with the
existing Internet infrastructure. These features are
challenges for Internet of Things devices due to their
constraints. The work presented in [1, 2] analysis of
the requirements, desirable features, existing solutions and proposes, on the one hand, detection of
movement direction for IEEE 802.15.4 radios to offer
a fast handover, and on the other hand, an efficient
solution for constrained environments compatible
with IPv6-existing protocols, i.e. Mobile IPv6.
Both solutions present a proper performance and solution, but the solution based on Lightweight Mobile
IPv6 needs to be highlighted, since one of the major
considerations for the Internet of Things is to offer scalable and inter-domain solutions that are not limited
to specific application domains or infrastructure.
The integration and interoperability with the existing
infrastructure is one of main requirements for mobility management in dynamic ecosystems, since mobile
nodes require the capability to use other networks
during roaming. For that reason, it is important to offer a highly compatible solution with available access
points, routers and networks.
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IPv6-based solutions are key enablers for the success
of the Internet of Things interoperability, acceptance
and integration.
In addition to the mobility, security is a high requirement for the Internet of Things. This close relationship between the cybernetic and the physical
world enabled by the Internet of Things carries with it
vulnerabilities in terms of security and privacy. Vulnerability is now not simply limited to the hardware of
our computer, but is also able to affect our energy
systems, physical access control systems, and even
when we cross the street in a smart city.
For that reason, security and privacy are considered
as one of the major issues for the Internet of Things.
Security is already considered as a big issue in the current digital society, and several solutions and mechanism have been built. Therefore, part of the path is
already paved, the major challenge now is how to extend these mechanisms to the Internet of Things devices, define new mechanisms more focused on identity and privacy, and the most important challenge,
how to make them scalable and feasible for a future
with billions of devices interconnected to Internet.
Security is also an inherent requirement for the mobility management, since this offers the capability to
redirect traffic to a new address and claim the identity
of a node. Therefore, mobility opens a high number
of vulnerabilities for the man-in-the middle attacks,
identity supplanting and loss of data integrity. In order to avoid these vulnerabilities, we require the authentication of the mobile node such as is carried out
in Mobile IPv6 with the trust relationship between the
mobile node and its home agent.
In our previous works have been designed, developed and evaluated a scalable secure protocol for
IPv6, i.e. IPSec.
IPSec support was mandatory with IPv6, but since its
complexity and use for very specific use cases such
as virtual private networks, tunnelling protection,
and related IPv6 protocols, it has been considered to
make it optional.
Although IPSec is not considered mandatory much
more for IPv6 hosts, it continues being useful and
relevant for IPv6-related protocols such as MIPv6. In
particular, IPSec used by the MIPv6 protocols, where

IPSec is used to protect the communications between
the mobile node and the home agent.
IPSec presents two challenges, first, the crypto-suite
which is to be used, and second the overhead from
the IPSec headers. For the first issues, an optimization
of the Elliptic Curve Cryptography to offer a suitable
asymmetric key cryptography for constrained devices
is presented, regarding the overhead; a lightweight
integration of IPSec is analysed.
The described evolution from the Internet of Things
towards a ubiquitous and mobile Internet is having
influence in several application areas and market
sectors.
Security is a major requirement in clinical environments, since the security vulnerabilities directly affect
patient health and privacy. For example, first, a Deny
of Service (DoS) attack could stop continuous vital sign
monitoring of a critical patient, consequently in case of
anomalies, there would be no alarm. Second, impersonation attack could reply false information from a
patient, e.g. informing that he is not in danger when
he is. Therefore, the need for security mechanisms is
clear to prevent the attacks and to minimize the adverse effects of such attacks in the healthcare market.
The Internet of Things is considered one of the major communication advances in recent years, since it
offers the basis for the development of cooperative
services and applications. Extensive research using
this concept in different areas, such as building automation, Intelligent Transport Systems, and in particular for healthcare, is being carried out. For example,
its potential for mobile health applications has been
reported in [3, 4], showing its potential identification
capacities for drug identification, and its communication capabilities in offering ubiquitous therapy by providing wireless and mobility capabilities for personal
devices and smart objects, in addition to allowing the
collection of data anytime and anywhere.
This work analyses the developed enablers to exploit
the aforementioned Internet of Things capabilities
in order to build a communication architecture that
allows to exploit the IPv6 potential for the Internet
of Things.
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3) Why an Internet of Things?
The Internet of Things (IoT) [5], or Machine-to-Machine (M2M), is one of the main drivers for the evolution of the Internet towards the Future Internet.
Nowadays, sensors, actuators and devices (so-called things), are connected to the Internet through
gateways and platforms such as Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition platforms (SCADAs), panels, and
brokers. These gateways and platforms break the
end-to-end connection with the Internet. For that reason, this initial approach is defined as an Intranet of
Things [6].
The Intranet is being extended to smart things [7]
with a higher scalability, pervasiveness, and integration into the Internet Core. This extension is leading
to reach a real IoT, where things are first class citizens
in the Internet, and they do not need to rely any more
on a gateway, middleware, proxy, or broker.
IoT requires both an architecture and products that
allow for the extension of Internet technologies, in
order to reach a Future Internet of Things, Services
and People.
IoT drives towards integrating everything into the Internet Core, this trend is the denominated Internet of
Things. The integration of everything is motivated by
the market wish to have all processes remotely accessible through a uniform medium, while at the same
time understanding that re-engineering an infrastructure to allow this for each application independently
would be prohibitively costly and time-consuming.
Moreover, the current evolution from uniform mass
markets, to personalized ones, where the customization and user-specified adaptation is a requirement,
makes the sort of uniform infrastructure found in the
Internet, imperative. This allows many components
to be re-used, and services to be shared, with correspondingly huge economies of scale and shortened
implementation times.
IoT fills the gap between the needs arising from
the evolution of the market, information, users,
and things, by moving all of them to a common framework, the Internet. This is different from the current approach in such applications, where they are
based on stand-alone and monolithic solutions designed for a narrow, or stove-piped, application domain.

Users now require more flexibility and freedom. Offering a common framework allows choice among the
available manufacturers, suppliers, service providers,
delivery options, and payment services. While this
obviates the need for standalone or proprietary solutions, it also requires a high level of integration.
IoT allows communication among very heterogeneous
devices connected via a very wide range of networks
through the Internet infrastructure. IoT devices and
resources are any kind of device connected to Internet, from existing devices, such as servers, laptops,
and personal computers, to emerging devices such as
smart phones, smart meters, sensors, identification
readers, and appliances.
In addition to the physical devices, IoT is also enriched
with the cybernetic resources and Web-based technologies. For that purpose, IoT is enabled with interfaces
based on Web Services such as RESTFul architecture
and the novel Constrained devices Applications Protocol (CoAP) [8]. These interfaces enable the seamless
integration of the IoT resources with information
systems, management systems, and the humans.
Reaching thereby a universal and ubiquitous integration among human networks (i.e. society), appliance
networks, sensor networks, machine networks, and,
in definitive, everything networks.
Due to the above mentioned potential, IoT is receiving a lot of attention from the academia and industry
sectors.
IoT offers several advantages and new capabilities for
a wide range of application areas. For example, nowadays IoT is finding applications for the development
of Smart Cities, starting with the Smart Grid, Smart Lighting and transport with new services such as Smart
Parking and the Bicycle Sharing System [9] for building sustainable and efficiently smart ecosystems.
The application of the IoT is not limited to high scale
deployments such as the locations in Smart Cities, elsewhere it can also be considered for consumer electronics, vehicular communications, industrial control,
building automation, logistic, retail, marketing, and
healthcare.
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4) Key Challenges
IoT and the ubiquitous integration of clinical environments pose complex design challenges and requirements in order to reach a suitable technology maturity
for its wide deployment and market integration. From
the beginning, IoT devices present inherited challenges
since they are constrained devices with low memory,
processing, communication and energy capabilities.
The first key challenge for a ubiquitous deployment is
the integration of multi-technology networks into a common all-IP network to ensure that the communication
network is reliable and scalable. For this purpose, IoT relies on the connectivity and reliability for its communications on Future Internet architecture and the IPv6 protocol to cover the addressing and scalability requirements.
The second key challenge is to guarantee security, privacy, integrity of information and user confidentiality.
The majority of the IoT applications need to take into
considerations the support of mechanisms to carry
out the authentication, authorization, access control,
and key management. In addition, due to the reduced
capabilities from the constrained devices enabled with
Internet connectivity, a higher protection of the edge
networks needs to be considered with respect to the global network.
The third key challenge is to offer support for the mobility, since the Future Internet presents a more ubiquitous
and mobile Internet. Mobility support increases the applicability of Internet to new areas. The most present nowadays are mobile platforms such as smart phones and
tablets which enable a tremendous range of applications
based on ubiquitous location, context awareness, social
networking, and interaction with the environment. Future Internet potential is not limited to mobile platforms,
else IoT is another emerging area of the Future Internet,
which is offering a high integration of the cybernetic and
physical world. Therefore, since the physical world is
mobile and dynamic, IoT will require support mobile and
dynamic ecosystems.
Mobility support in the IoT enables a global and continuous connection of all the devices without requiring
the disruption of the communication sessions. For
example, mobility management in hospitals is required
since clinical devices can be connected through wireless
technologies. Mobility offers highly valuable features
such as higher quality of experiences for the patients,
since this allows the patients to move freely, continuous monitoring through portable/wearable sensors,
extend the coverage within all the hospital, and finally

a higher fault tolerance since the mobility management
allows the connection to adapt dynamically to different
access points. Therefore, clinical environment is one of
the main scenarios where the mobility for the IoT-based
applications exploit these capabilities, in terms of fault
tolerance influences directly in the life support, and
continuous monitoring influences the quantity of data
available which is required for real-time diagnostic.
Finally, other challenges are also arising from the application, economical, and technological perspectives. For
example, from an application point of view are the requirements for processing large amounts of data for a growing
number of devices, it is the so-called Big Data. From the
economic points of view, the needs to provide economies
of scale, i.e. new services based on existing modules in
order to leverage the related platform investment. From
the networking point of view to offer an end-to-end support for Quality of Service (QoS), since the different IoT
applications will present different requirements in terms
of latency and bandwidth, for example, for clinical environments the traffic should be prioritized over other noncritical traffic coming from smart-metering.
Figure 1 describes the key challenges to offer an Internet
of Things. This covers from the integration of heterogeneous devices to the integration into a Web of Things.

Figure 1: Key challenges to offer an Internet of Things

The following subsections describe in more detail the
current status of the challenges in terms of heterogeneity, connectivity/reliability, security and mobility.
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Heterogeneity
IoT started focusing on building blocks such as Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID), due to its capabilities of
identifying the uniqueness of an object in the world. After that initial approach, the technology evolved and
the IoT was no longer a metaphor for RFID capabilities, but rather it was feasible that the devices such as sensors and appliances were connected to the IoT. Thereby, it was giving birth to smart things and smart objects
concepts, as an evolution of the devices located at the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) with IPv6 connectivity
through protocols, such as the aforementioned 6LoWPAN [10].
The IoT market is developing new technologies such as WiFi Low Power, Bluetooth Low Energy, IEEE 802.15.4g,
and Near Field Communications (NFC), which are the evolution of the initial RFID and WSN (IEEE 802.15.4)
towards very well-known and interoperable technologies with the new generation of personal devices such as
laptops, tablets and smart phones.
IoT deployments are not limited to RFID, WSN and the mentioned emerging technologies; the majority of the
IoT scenarios and ecosystems are composed of heterogeneous IoT devices based on different technologies
with different capabilities such as legacy building automation technologies (e.g. BACnet, Konnex, X10), industrial devices based on industrial protocols (e.g., Control Area Network (CAN), M-BUS, Wireless M-BUS), smart
grid technologies (e.g., smart metering), and smart cities technologies (e.g., parking places, street lights, environmental sensors).
For example, deployments in clinical environments cover multiple types of devices ranging from passive things
to active things. An IoT-based clinical environment can be composed of the wheelchairs, drugs and instruments
that are tagged with RFID passive tags, and also of active things such as patient monitors, clinical devices,
appliances, and personal devices (e.g., laptops, smart phones, tablets).
In conclusion, since IoT ecosystems will be composed of a high range of technologies, a suitable support for the
heterogeneity needs to be provided by the IoT communication architecture. The goals are firstly, to evaluate
the capabilities of 6LoWPAN based on IEEE 802.15.4 for IoT applications and clinical environments. Second, to
evaluate the capabilities of the IoT for emerging technologies such as NFC as an evolution of RFID, and Bluetooth Low Energy as an evolution of initial WSNs, and finally, to develop a communication architecture that
allows the integration of heterogeneous devices in a common environment.
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Connectivity and reliability
The number of devices that are connected to the Internet is growing exponentially. This has led to defining a new conception of Internet, the commonly
called Future Internet, which started with a new version of the Internet Protocol (IPv6) that extends the
addressing space in order to support all the emerging
Internet-enabled devices.
IPv6 is the fundamental technology for the IoT. It is
estimated that several billion things will be connected
by 2020. Unlike IPv4, IPv6 can address this number of
objects. The IPv6 address space supports unique addresses (approximately ). Specifically, it can offer addresses on an area about the size of the tip of a pen.
The advantages of IPv6 integration into the IoT are
not limited to a universal addressing space; its main
advantages are to offer stable, scalable, extensive,
and tested protocols for global end-to-end communication, device/service discovery, mobility, end-to-end
security, and other relevant features such as stateless
addressing auto-configuration, multicast addressing
for group operations, and its flexibility for the application layer with technologies such as Web Services.
IPv6 has been designed to provide secure communications to users and all the devices attached to them;
thereby users are always connected.
IPv6 features are what have made possible thinking
about connecting all the objects and build the IoT. The
objective of IoT is the integration and unification of
all communications systems that surround us. Hence,
the systems can get a control and access total to the
other systems for leading to provide ubiquitous communication and computing with the purpose of defining a new generation of services.
IoT is enabled by tiny and highly constrained devices,
so-called smart objects. These devices have low-performance properties due to their constraints in terms
of memory capacity, computation capability and
energy autonomy. In addition, their communication
capabilities present a low bandwidth, limited reacha-

bility because of the usage of hard duty cycles and
consequently unstable connectivity for solution with
a very low duty cycle and high power constraint.
These devices with constrained connectivity and communication capacity are what we can find, from some
years ago, in the Low-power Wireless Personal Area
Networks (LoWPANs).
The IETF working group has defined IPv6 over that
LoWPANs (6LoWPAN) to extend Internet to smart
devices [11]. 6LoWPAN offers the LoWPANs all the
advantages from IP such as scalability, flexibility, welltested, extended, ubiquitous, open, and end-to-end
connectivity.
It could be considered that 6LoWPAN devices are also
empowered with IP protocols, i.e. protocols for mobility such as MIPv6, management such as SNMP, security such as IPSec, etc. However it is not feasible for
6LoWPAN devices to be associated with host-based
protocols such as mobility, management, security etc.
because 6LoWPAN nodes are energy and resource
constrained. Host-based protocols require most of
the signalling to be on end nodes and the design features of 6LoWPAN networks were not considered in
the design issues of the host-based protocols. For
example, a 6LoWPAN node may run out of energy
causing a fault in the network. This has restrictions
in size packets and presents aggressive techniques to
conserve energy by using sleep schedules with long
sleep periods, devices just wake up to receive IPv6
signalling messages. This feature introduces delays
in the reception of messages because they are not
attended to until the node wakes up. Therefore, these
delays, power restrictions, packet size restrictions etc.
are not considered in the current IPv6 protocols.
The goal to solve the initial challenge for connectivity
and reliability is to move toward the common addressing space of Internet (IPv6) to all the resources and
devices available in an IoT ecosystem. In this manner,
an Internet of Things can be reached.
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Security
Security is a wide concept which covers everything
from authenticity (ensuring that the end-user is who
is claimed to be), authority (ensuring that the enduser is allowed to perform the requested action), integrity (the data received is exactly the same data transmitted), and confidentiality (communication is not
understandable for intermediary users, even when an
intruder is in the network). These concepts are satisfied through a set of protocols, algorithms and cryptographic primitives.
IoT security has been one of the most discussed and
yet pending issues, even after of the existence of protocols for IPv6 network security such as IPSec, and for
datagrams (i.e. UDP or CoAP) such as DTLS. Security
for the IoT is not excessively extended and deployed
because of the difficulties in configuring (IPSec) for
end users and the lack of scalable certificate management for DTLS. Consequently, the majority of the
Internet traffic continues being transmitted in plain
text, i.e. unprotected.
For that reason, one of the initial actions in order to
carry out an effective deployment of autonomous and
unassisted IoT deployments that satisfies the scalability and self-management requirements from the IoT
is the development of protocols for authentication
and key management.
Specifically, on the one hand, the protocol for the authentication and key management at the network layer
such as the Protocol for Carrying Authentication for
Network Access (PANA) [12] is being considered by the
research institutions and also industrial alliances, such
as the ZigBee Alliance for their ZigBee IP stack [13].
On the other hand, the IPSec set of protocols (i.e., Internet Key Exchange (IKE) and Encapsulation Security
Protocol (ESP)), and another protocols at the medium
access layer such as 802.1x, are also being considered. All of these share the usage of the Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) to transport the security
credentials.
Therefore, the challenge is not limited to the protocol,
else the EAP scheme needs to be optimized in terms of
a proper support of the required cryptographic primitives by the constrained device, i.e., symmetric cryptography algorithm to protect the packet, hash function

to ensure the integrity and authenticate of the packet,
and finally asymmetric cryptographic algorithm to
carry out the key exchange and initial authentication.
Some initial works for the IoT have been proposed
for IPSec [14], where several pending problems have
been found, since for example a low version of the
symmetric cryptography with 32-bit keys is used, such
as AES-CBC-32, which are very weak. In addition, this
relies on pre-shared keys for IPsec, which is not very
scalable. Therefore, it does not solve the scalability
and self-management requirements.
In order to satisfy these requirements, a Key Management Protocol (KMP) can be considered, that allows
keys to be refreshed periodically (therefore maintaining acceptable security levels). Specifically, an automatic key exchange mechanism is required; thereby,
each node can keep track of the security associations
(SAs) that specify how a particular IP flow should be
treated in terms of security.
The most extended KMP is IKE. A very simple approach of IKE has been defined in [15], which does
not satisfy all the requirements and functionality for a
full SA establishment.
Other issues from IPSeca are that the overhead
caused by an IPsec packet (the extra bytes on the IP
header) can force the packet to be fragmented (the
link layer payload that includes the extra IPsec bytes
becomes bigger than the maximum size of a 802.15.4
packet), thus an extra packet must be sent to the link
layer and the energy/network overhead will become
bigger. In addition, this overhead problem is worse
with the ESP mode of IPSec, since the internal headers of IPv6 and UDP are encrypted and consequently
cannot be compressed.
In addition to IPSec, the majority of works from the
CORE Working Group in IETF are focused on the integration of security through the transport layer security solutions such as DTLS for CoAP. DTLS is the default
security for CoAP.
A pre-shared key mode (PSK) is also considered by
CoAP, with the aforementioned problems regarding
the lack of scalability for this pre-establishment of the
security credentials.
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CoAP also offers a very interesting approach based on RawPublicKey, i.e., a solution based on the use of an asymmetric key
pair, but without an X.509 certificate metadata. This approach is
highly relevant since it can manage the identity issues mentioned
in the introduction section, in order to verify the authenticity of
the device and its link with the manufacturer. For example, the
Certification Authority (CA) of the public key can also indicate the
list of identities of the nodes, with which it can communicate. It
can thereby indicate the entities which are trustworthy in the initial verification and bootstrapping phase.
CoAP also considers certificates, i.e., X.509 certificate that binds it
to its Authority Name and is signed by some common trust root,
e.g., the manufacturer.
In order to optimize DTLS for smart objects, DTLS 1.2 [16] offers
the schemes to re-use the cryptographic hardware support by the
majority of the IEEE 802.15.4 transceivers for the symmetric cryptography, i.e., AES CCM. In addition, considers the usage of Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC) for the asymmetric cryptography. Thereby, making it more suitable for these constrained devices.
Nowadays, DTLS is being considered by the Smart Energy profile
for ZigBee alliance (SE 2.0), and it is also being considered as an
adaptation of DTLS 1.2 in the IPSO Alliance based on the subset
allowed by RFC6347.
In addition to the solutions presented, there is security support
over the current Internet architecture based on IPv6 in the network
layer and UDP/TCP for the transport layer, where the security is
based on IPSec for IPv6 and DTLS/TLS for UDP/TCP respectively.
Also two solutions from the IETF to support the ID/Locator split
have been defined. The first, HIP, has been developed by the Host
Identity Protocol (HIP) Working Group, a group mainly focused
on improving security of the Future Internet, and the HIP Diet EXchange (HIP DEX) [17], which has been optimized for constrained
environments such as the Internet of Things. HIP offers in a single
mechanism the capabilities for authentication and establishment
of the communication.
Therefore, the goals to solve for the security support are, first,
to optimize cryptographic primitives for the described protocols.
Specially, ECC for the asymmetric cryptography. Second, to analyse and evaluate the impact of IP security protocol (IPSec) for
constrained devices. Finally, to analyse the possibilities for novel
protocols that satisfies the scalability and self-management requirements.

Mobility
Mobility presents several challenges
for the efficiency of networks and
protocols, since mobility protocols
have to deal with inherent characteristics of IoT such as hard duty cycles
(i.e. long sleep period), reduced energy and processing capabilities, and
constrained bandwidth.
Mobility management is composed
of two fundamental phases, on the
one hand, the movement detection in
order to be aware of the device changing its location and consequently
will require linking to an alternative
network, on the other hand, the signalling and control messages required to be aware of changing locations, (i.e., network and locator), to
the networks and clients relative to
the device in movement.
Movement detection is solved
through active scan, passive overhearing of messages from other protocols, or specific signalling from the
mobility protocol.
Mobility signalling is being solved in
different ways mainly split into two
trends, on the one hand, a trend
based on an evolutionary research
following the IPv6-based approach
and current Internet architecture,
and on the other hand, a clean-slate,
where new architectures are proposed that require major changes in
the existing protocols and networking philosophy.
The clean-slate trend is based on new
concepts such as ID/Locator split architectures such as those presented
in LISP [18], developed by the Locator
ID Separation Group (LISP) Working
Group which is focused on improving
the scalability of the routing for the
Future Internet, and HIMALIS presented in [19].
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HIMALIS
architecture
offers
lightweight mobility management
based on the ID/Locator split
concept. The ID/Locator split architecture employs two different
values, one for identification (ID)
and another for location (Locator).
Therefore, the device changes its
Locator in the network layer when
the device changes its position in
the network topology. The most
relevant aspect of this split is that
the Locator changes without requiring upper layers to change the ID,
thereby ensuring that established
communication sessions associated with the ID are not interrupted
by mobility.
These kinds of architectures present the advantage that mobility is
directly supported by the separation of the session identification
with the locator of the device,
which is the problem of the current Internet architecture. Previous works for the IoT have been
focused on this approach, the
main issue is that the overhead
for 6LoWPAN devices is increased
since there is the need to transport one additional header for the
identification layer. These types of
solutions are very relevant from
the research point of view, but
they present the main inconvenience of not being feasible, since
the current hardware and infrastructure deployed is not ready for
this kind of approach.

For that reason, the other trend
is the evolutionary research approach; this follows the current
Internet architecture for the management of the identification and
location, i.e., IPv6 continues being
used for Identification of the session in the transport and application layers, and Locator of the
devices for routing in the network
layer. These solutions allow continuing using the existing infrastructure and overcome the problem
using a similar concept to the ID/
Locator split but in an implicit way.
Specifically, the main protocol following the evolutionary approach
is Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6). MIPv6 uses
two IPv6 addresses, fist, the initial
address of the device, commonly
denominated Home Address is
used as identifier, and second,
the new address in the visited
network, commonly called care-of
address, is used as locator.
MIPv6 protocol provides the signalling messages and IPv6 header
extensions to manage the binding
between these two addresses. In
addition, this defines the security mechanisms and networking
requirements in order to avoid
identity supplanting and man-inthe-middle attacks.

option to specify its Home Address
in case of applied route optimization or build an IPv6 tunnel which
requires an additional IPv6 header. Both cases generate a high
overhead.
The second problem with Mobile
IPv6 is that IPSec is mandatory in
order to protect the communications between the mobile node
and the home agent. Such as
mentioned, the trust relationship
between the mobile node and
the home agent is a fundamental
requirement of MIPv6, since all the
security of the binding update for
the mapping between the care-of
address and home address, and
additional security processes such
as the return routability for the
route optimization are based on
this trust relationship.
Therefore, the goals for the mobility support are, first, to design new
techniques for fast movement detection. Second, to design and evaluate a lightweight implementation of MIPv6 to offer a secure and
efficient mobility management for
the IoT.

The main concerns of MIPv6 is
that it presents a high overhead
for the data packets when the mobile node is in roaming, since this
needs to include the destination
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5) IPv6-based Solutions
The described challenges, in terms of connectivity, reliability, security, and mobility, can be addressed through
IPv6 solutions. Specifically, the Figure 2 presents the technologies considered to satisfy the previously challenges through the IPv6-based technologies.
(Figure 2: Key Technologies for the Internet of Things)

Connectivity and reliability
The basis of the Internet of Things is provide connectivity and reliability.
In order to satisfy these requirements, the interconnection framework has relied on Internet technology, in
particular IPv6. Since, IPv6 is the main enabler for extending the Internet of Things to the Future Internet.
The work presented in [20] presents how the architecture has been powered by the IPv6 connectivity in order
to provide an homogeneous, scalable, and interoperable medium for integrating heterogeneous devices
built on technologies such as 6LoWPAN, Bluetooth Low
Energy, legacy devices and identification technologies.
In more detail, our works have proposed two novel
solutions to enable ubiquitous connectivity and reliability, on the one hand, GLoWBAL IPv6 presented in
[21], and on the other the IPv6 Addressing Proxy for
legacy technologies presented in the Chapter [22, 23].
GLoWBAL IPv6 has been proposed to optimize global addressing involving smart devices such as that
found in low power wireless personal area networks
(LoWPAN). GLoWBAL IPv6 has the further advantage
of providing efficient addressing and integration to
both IEEE 802.15.4 sensor devices, which do not offer
native support for 6LoWPAN, and also to other technologies which do not support IPv6 communication
capability into their stacks.
GLoWBAL IPv6 defines an Access Address/Identifier (AAID) to reduce the overhead from the network
and transport headers. AAID simplifies IPv6 and UDP
communication parameters (source and destination
addresses/ports, originally 36 bytes long) to a single
4-byte communication identifier augmented by one
byte for the Dispatch header, totalling 5 bytes for the
GLoWBAL IPv6 header. Thus, the IPv6/UDP headers
are significantly reduced. This mechanism achieves

an efficient frame format for global communications
in networks that do not have native support for IPv6.
Its potential is described hereafter, using the example
of a heterogeneous device with a Bluetooth Low Energy interface, such as a smart phone with also Internet
connectivity through the cellular network interface.
GLoWBAL IPv6 fills the IPv6 addressing requirement
for any smart thing connected to the smart phones
through the Bluetooth Low Energy network by acting
as the mapping protocol between the Local Network
(capillary network) and the wide-area network (cellular network) using appropriately constructed IPv6
addresses. , Consequently this smart phone can efficiently enable with IPv6 through GLoWBAL IPv6 to
the smart things connected through its Bluetooth
Low Energy interface. But, GLoWBAL IPv6 is not a suitable solution for all devices that need to be enabled
IPv6, since all the devices do not offer programming
capabilities such as a smart phone or a gateway.
Examples of these devices can be found in the inherited legacy technologies from the industrial and
building automation markets.
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These markets present a rather fragmented set of technologies. Each technology comes with a set of fit-forpurpose sensors and their respective application environments which lack efficient interoperability among
them. Some associations of manufactures have been formed to build common technology frameworks, e.g.,
Konnex (KNX) for building automation. While such de facto standards present widespread adoption to date,
this does not discourage use of other relevant protocols such as the emerging ZigBee and the older X10. Due
to this fragmentation, the support of this heterogeneity in order to shift towards a common access and communication framework based on IPv6 is also considered.
For that reason, an additional solution has been proposed to embrace all existing native addressing schemes.
This solution has defined IPv6 mappings for each native addressing scheme by use of an IPv6 Addressing Proxy
which handles the translations between an IPv6 address and its corresponding technology addressing, i.e. the
native addressing depends on the technology.
IPv6 Addressing Proxy provides a transparent mechanism for the users and devices to map the different addressing spaces from each legacy technology to a common IPv6 addressing space. Specifically, the IPv6 addressing proxy is a technology-dependent mechanism for mapping each device to the different sub-networks built
under the IPv6 prefix addresses provided by the Internet Service Provider. The IPv6 addressing proxy enables
IPv6 addressing to all the devices regardless of the device technology thus offering a scalable and homogeneous solution to interact with devices which do not support IPv6 addressing. The IPv6 addressing proxy has
been implemented in a multi-protocol card, and its performance, scalability and interoperability through a
protocol built over IPv6 has been evaluated successfully.

Scalable security and mobility
First, IPv6 supports connectivity and reliability with the heterogeneous resources thanks to the presented interconnection framework and the IPv6 features. Then, the communication architecture is required to offer higher
communication capabilities such as security and mobility. For that reason, the next goal has been to support
scalable security and mobility.
Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) is the protocol founded on IPv6 to support mobility. MIPv6 uses two IPv6 addresses, the
initial address of the device, denominated Home Address, as identifier (ID), and the new address in the visited
network, denominated care-of address, as Locator.
MIPv6 protocol provides the signalling messages and IPv6 header extensions to manage the binding between
these two addresses. In addition, this defines the security mechanisms and networking requirements in order
to avoid the identity replacement and man-in-the-middle attacks.
The feasibility of MIPv6 for constrained devices such as that considered for the IoT was initially analysed in the
work presented in [1]. These works concluded that MIPv6 presents a high overhead for the data packets when
the mobile node is in roaming, since this needs to include the destination option to specify its home address in
case of route optimization applied or build an IPv6 tunnel which requires an additional IPv6 header.
In addition, IPSec is analysed in [24, 25], as IPSec is mandatory for MIPv6 in order to ensure the trust relationship between the mobile node and the home agent. This communication protection between the mobile
node and the home agent is a fundamental requirement of MIPv6, since all the security of the binding update
for the mapping between the care-of address and home address, and additional security processes such as the
return routability for the route optimization are based on this trust relationship.
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IPSec presents the difficulty that encapsulates an IPv6 packet inside another. The problem with this encapsulation is that the inner header cannot be compressed and optimized. Therefore, the overhead coming from the
inner header (40 bytes) cannot be waived. For that reason, the works carried out in [24, 25], analyses the impact
of MIPv6 with IPSec over 6LoWPAN networks and the conclusion is that the unique way to offer an interoperable
integration of the mobility with MIPv6 is without route optimization and using IPSec only for tunnelling/encapsulation. Consequently the inner header can also be compressed. However, this approach presents security
vulnerabilities in the case that the application layer is not secure. For that reason, this work also analyses the suitability of IPSec ESP to provide security to the encapsulated packet in order to avoid any security vulnerabilities.

Application protocol
During the last few years the promoters of the IoT, from academia and industry, have been focused on empowering these constrained devices with the protocols and functions of Internet-enabled devices.
The initial steps, the constrained capabilities of the IoT devices and differences between IPv6 design issues,
have led to develop lightweight versions of the existing protocols. These lightweight versions have the advantage that they continue being interoperable/translatable to the full implementations. For example, a lightweight
implementation of the IP stack such as uIP [26] and header compression through the 6LoWPAN protocol [27]
have been developed in order to reach Internet connectivity. In addition, as a generic and wide supported
application protocol, Web Services through RESTFul architecture have also been adapted for the IoT devices
with lightweight and compressed protocols such as the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [8, 28]. CoAP is
an equivalent to HTTP but considers the constraint issues of the IoT devices, with the capability to be mapped
to HTTP and offer at least an equivalent potential, for some scenarios it is even able to offer higher capabilities,
since it has been designed with the IoT-related scenarios and requirements in mind.
IPv6 and WebServices offer the primitives to build application protocols for different use cases, as the final
purpose of the communication architecture is its usage and exploitation for different applications and use
cases. However, this requires definition on top of CoAP/IPv6 a description of the resources from the different
application and used cases. For this purpose, application profiles and guidelines such as the Open Mobile Alliance Lightweight Device Management for M2M (OMA LWM2M) [29] in the context of the oneM2M for cellular
networks, and IPSO Application Guidelines [30] for capillary networks are being defined.

6) Future Works and Vision
This work has described the key components to reach the evolution of connectivity, reliability, support for heterogeneity, security and mobility.
This section describes the ongoing and future works to continue enhancing the potential of the IoT and its
application in eHealth/mHealth and emerging areas such as Smart Cities.

Towards an interoperable Internet of Things
The evolution of the IoT in order to build interoperable ecosystems is yet in progress.
The first goal of the IoT has been to offer interconnectivity to everything, i.e. connect things to the Internet. Once
connectivity is achieved we need to cope with heterogeneity and enable a seamless interoperability among the
different entities. For this purpose, the existing heterogeneous islands of devices have been focused on moving
towards IPv6. Specifically, this integration at the connectivity level is reached with solutions such as 6LoWPAN [27],
and the contributions from our previous experiences such as GLoWBAL IPv6 and the IPv6 Addressing Proxies.
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After connectivity is reached, then a common protocol for the transport and application layer is required.
The most extended application in the Internet is the
World Wide Web, and consequently the data transfer protocol designed for the Web, i.e., the Hypertext
Transport Protocol (HTTP). The capabilities of offering
a homogeneous application protocol in HTTP have
been squeezed by the Web Services during the last
decade. Nowadays, technologies such as Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML), for the representation of
resources, and JavaScript, for building logic and intelligence, are making its potential even greater. For
example, HTML5 and JavaScript enable everyday desktop applications over the Web, at the same time, providing a road on which to interoperate and exchange
information among different applications. For that
reason, the next step in the IoT had been to connect
things to the Web, thereby conceiving the so-called
Web of Things.
The new protocols such as Constrained Application
Protocol (CoAP) and other lightweight versions of HTTP
make interaction with resources from constrained devices through Web clients such as browsers, feasible.
This Web-based interaction offers to the Internet of
Things the simplicity and flexibility that the Web offers
nowadays.
The Web of Things is allowing different things and
systems to interact together. As a result, it composes
more complex services and solutions. These interactions are enabled through the definition of application programming interfaces (API) over HTTP or CoAP
protocol. Consequently, the applications give leverage
to the HTTP protocol in order to provide the interface
for publishing data updates into the system, for retrieving data updates from the system, and in general,
exchange of information.
The data can be encoded with different envelopes,
semantics and metadata. For example, the data can
be encapsulated in plain text, over complex structures such as XML/EXI or simpler but yet organized
structures such as JSON. In addition, they can be represented with different format and units, and finally
they can offer additional information.

The current market of the IoT is focused on deployments that are connected vertically, i.e. stove-piped,
to the specific sensors and applications for which they
have been designed in order to address specific requirements and target a specific use case. However, the
IoT requires horizontal integration of multiple capabilities and resources towards a larger ecosystem.
Therefore, IoT is not only a vehicle for communication,
but also is about integration and interoperability, and
to this end, semantic is the major driver.
The challenge after the Web of Things, is to build a
Semantic Web of Things (SWoT) in order to ensure
a common understanding as a result of which resources would be able to cooperate, be shared, linked, and combined in order to build complex services
with higher intelligence and context aware. Thus, the
Internet of Things will provide added value to the existing and emerging markets, which would exploit the
huge potential of everything connected being controllable and providing continuously (i.e. every time) data
from everywhere.
The SWoT is, on the one hand, the fusion of the trends
of the IoT for moving towards Web technologies with
protocols such as CoAP, REST architecture and the
Web of Things concept, and on the other hand, the
evolution of the Web with the Semantic Web technologies.
SWoT promises a seamless extension to the IoT
allowing integration of both the physical and digital worlds. SWoT is focused on providing wide scale
interoperability that allows the sharing and re-use of
these things. Consequently, the use cases and markets of the IoT will not be held back to vertical solutions or pre-established use cases. In fact, these deployed infrastructures and available data can target
other secondary markets and use cases, since the
data that they are collecting and managing can be of
importance in providing data analysis (aggregated,
anonymity, processed information, e.g. for Smart City
administration). They provide a major understanding
of the primary markets, since they can be contrasted
and extended with the available third party data.
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Therefore, the challenges to move from the IoT/WoT towards the SWoT are several, some of these are to define
a common description that callow data to be universally understandable create extensible annotations, i.e.
from minimal semantic descriptions towards more elaborate ones, and agree on a catalogue of semantic descriptions.
These challenges can be addressed only in an ideal ecosystem, since several products will develop unique
features that will be out of the scope of the existing standards and each manufacturer is associated with a different standard organization, and the standards landscape related to M2M is very large. Nowadays in numbers,
the Global Standards Collaboration Machine-Machine Task Force (GSC MSTF) identifies 143 organizations with
a direct or indirect interest in M2M standardization [31].
The ongoing work looks into the convergence of the emerging standards, of the capillary and cellular networks,
towards an interoperable IoT ecosystem.
First, the standards considered for cellular networks have been initialized by the European side with the ETSI
M2M and extended globally with the oneM2M initiative, which is already offering the OMA Lightweight Device
Management Protocol.
Second, the standards considered for capillary networks are supported by organizations such as the Internet
Engineering Task Force with solutions such as CoAP, which is supported by industry alliances such as IPSO
Alliance, with the IPSO OMA Web Objects Application Guidelines. The capillary networks present major heterogeneity and other standards for offering a lightweight reliable messaging transport protocol for the IoT such
as the Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol. This protocol is optimized to connect physical
world devices and events with enterprise servers and other consumers supported by OASIS and Eclipse Foundation [32], and other private standards such as the ZigBee-IP solution for Smart Energy (SE 2.0) supported by
the ZigBee Alliance [13].
Other activities and projects are the W3C with the SSN-XG ontology for offering a semantic layer for the IoT,
the European Research Cluster on the Internet of Things (IERC), and its projects such as OpenIoT, IoT.est, and
SPITFIRE where the capabilities of RDF, OWL and classic semantic technologies for the IoT have been explored.
Since the current environment regarding semantic is quite fuzzy, the future work requires reaching a more
homogeneous and clear standards ecosystem, where the manufacturers and vendors can determine what to
apply to where in the different IoT use cases.

Towards a distributed trust and security
The future work should be focused on solutions to carry out IoT/M2M trust verification, through a mechanism
such as capabilities-based access control [33, 34]. Consequently, novel scenarios based on temporal access to
resources can be defined. For example, a house proprietor with an access control solution (e.g. a smart door
lock) is able to offer temporal access to his neighbour so as to go every day at any time from 15:00 to 18:00 in
order to feed the pets and irrigate the plants.
The mechanisms required to offer secure solutions that make usage of the IoT capabilities feasible during usual
human activities and behaviours, where devices and physical resources are involved, needs to be enhanced. As
a result, these new mechanisms and solutions will facilitate the introduction of the IoT as part of the Internetpowered society.
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The communications between IoT-devices and humans present two different ways to be satisfied, the first, an
integration of the required communication technologies and capabilities in personal devices such as Smart
Phones. Following this approach, the potential of WiFi Low Power, Bluetooth Low Energy, and Near Field Communication could be exploited. Thus, the smart object can talk with the personal device through the same
medium technologies, i.e. WiFi Low Power, Bluetooth Low Energy, etc. However this approach presents high
requirements such as compatibility in the medium technology between the personal device and the smart
object. Consequently it is limiting the availability and success of these solutions.
For that reason, the other approach is the exploitation of the common and abstracted communication medium
with IP technology. In this case, the personal device and the objects can be connected to the Internet through
any communication interface, and communication between them is based on the end-to-end feature of the IP
technology. As a result, it is not required that the smart object and the personal device use similar technology
to establish the communication.
These distributed security scenarios, based on both IP abstracted technology and direct interaction, are being
explored with the techniques such as the capability-based token mentioned.

Towards a ubiquitous and mobile Internet of Things
IoT and M2M are being enabled and developed from the capillary and the cellular points of view. Until now,
mobile IoT for the capillary networks with the lightweight Mobile IPv6 protocol has been explored.
However, a mobile IoT based on cellular networks to also provide ubiquitous access and mobility between different networks can also be defined.
The mobile IoT based on capillary networks present challenges in terms of the availability of coverage in a wide
scale, and the lack of agreements among different network access providers involved.
For that reason, the IoT based on cellular networks perspective is also gaining attention, since this provides a
wider range of coverage, and homogeneous technology worldwide (regulated by the 3GPP Alliance). In particular, the last version of the Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) standard defines how to integrate IoT/M2M
devices.
The inconvenience of the cellular networks continue to be the requirement of a subscription (i.e. dependence
with a network access provide), higher power consumption, and higher costs.
For that reason, mobility protocols with vertical handoff among different technologies, i.e. between capillary
and cellular networks need to be explored, in order to provide the best trade-off in terms of communication
costs, availability and reliability.
These kind of signalling protocols between cellular and capillary networks are becoming a reality, thanks to the
convergence of both with the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) Lightweight Device Management Protocol (LWM2M).
Therefore, a set of objects for the mobility-related signalling can be defined, which can be supported by the
solutions promoted from the cellular vendors and manufacturers (i.e. oneM2M Alliance), and from the capillary
vendors and manufacturers (i.e. IPSO Alliance).
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Towards a valuable Internet of Things
Finally, the major challenge for the Internet of Things
is to demonstrate its value to the end-customers.
The potential of the end-to-end connectivity and
convergence with the Internet and Web protocols are
providing, from the developing and engineering perspective, highly valuable advantages.
Some of these advantages are the reduction of costs
for the development of solutions thanks to the reusage of existing technologies; major interoperability
thanks to common communications technology; major control and monitoring capabilities; a major number of possibilities to compose services based on cybernetic and physical resources, and major flexibility.
However, even when this list of advantages could be
considered sufficient motivation to justify the value of
the IoT, it continues to not be enough from the consumers’ perspective, since none of them are directly
related to perceptible values by the end user.
All of them provide big opportunities to develop and
offer a solution that can break through to the market.
However, the killer solutions or applications based
on the IoT, which demonstrate to the consumers the
potential of the IoT, are yet to come.
In my opinion, the two trends to build this value powered by the IoT potential can be based on an evolve
approach, or in a totally novel value proposal.
Regarding the evolvution approach, the IoT can offer
the same solutions that nowadays are being offered
by existing technologies but with major simplicity for
usage, interaction and understanding. For example,
current industrial automation solutions (e.g., SCADA)
are featured by a complex set-up process, where a set
of skills and training is required. The potential of the
IoT is to set-up these physical devices through more
understandable platforms such as smart phones,
remotely through Internet-based solutions, and even
automatic configuration based on the smart capabilities of smart objects to come. For example, some of
their smart capabilities are the potential to discover
other devices, exchange messages with control and
monitoring systems, and set-up automatically a big
part of the conventionally required parameters.

An example of this approach is what our ongoing
work is offering with the developed Smart Driver for
lighting in Smart Cities. The Smart Driver is featured
by being a power supplier with Internet connectivity
and processing capabilities. These new two features
offer the potential to set-up current, voltage, and logic
scheduling directly from any IP-enabled device without requiring the set-up with specific and complex
solutions, while the device is connected to a proprietary software or device.
The other approach is to offer a novel value proposal,
which is inspired in the potential of the data. One of
the advantages of this new capability to connect with
everything is the potential capability to collect data
from everything in a major frequency on a temporary basis. Consequently, this data with proper data
mining, a.k.a. Big Data tools, will offer solutions that
were not feasible before.
For instance, following the example of street lighting,
the data gathered from each street light is not limited
to the control of the street light, it can also offer additional data from humidity, temperature, nose, quality of air, motion, etc. Thus, novel solutions such as
noisy maps and pollution maps can be built to evaluate the quality in the different zones before renting
or buying a house.
In addition to the sensors that can been integrated
in the Smart Driver itself, these Smart Objects present endless possibilities, since they can be also seen
as the infrastructure to connect and communicate to
any device.
Therefore, the integration of the Internet and IoT-related capabilities in a street light that initially could be
motivated to optimize power consumption, simplify
the set-up, and enable the remote and monitoring
platforms, is also converted into a big opportunity to
build a nerve for the rest of the devices. This nerve
can provide connectivity to the parking pots, citizens’
devices, cars, gardens, and in short, any of the entities
that are part of the city ecosystem.
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The smart lighting solution described for smart cities pursue the goal of offering major power consumption
reduction, and a major awareness about air and acoustical pollution in order to carry out the proper actions to
enhance sustainability.
Another example based on eHealth/mHealth is the interconnection among different devices. For example, for
patients with diabetes type 1, devices for Continuous Glucose Monitoring (GCM) and also insulin pumps to
provide the insulin therapy are provided nowadays.
These devices are starting to be able to interact between each other, but without any action, only to show the
data to the user, due to the lack of intelligence in both them.
IoT enables the insulin pump and the GCM to interact with intelligence devices such as a smart phone, swatch,
and even with a backend system deployed in the cloud that can offer a calculus of the insulin therapy based on
the patient’s health record, evolution, and in short Big Data from the patient. Consequently, the loop between
monitoring, therapy and user can be closed in a smarter and simpler way, and consequently avoid that the user
needs to introduce manually the insulin dosage in the insulin pump multiple times per day.
These mHealth-based solutions pursue the goal of offering to patients with chronic diseases a major level
of freedom with respect to their illness, and quality of life. All these new interaction models, knowledge, and
improvement of the existing solutions are some of the ways that we can start building and probing the value
of the IoT. In short, the IoT is another enabler to continue improving both quality of life and experiences, and
planet sustainability.

7) Conclusions
IoT defines the basis to reach a ubiquitous and mobile integration of the clinical environments with support
for large scale connectivity from different physiological sensors, integration with information systems, and its
homogeneous access through Internet and Web technologies from consumer devices such as tablets, smart
phones, and laptops.
This paper has presented the contributions carried out to move from a conceptual IoT to a real one through
the potential of IPv6 technology.
The communication architecture for the Internet of Things is composed of the key components to enable security, mobility, and end-to-end connectivity/reliability.
For the integration of everything, it needs to be considered all the rage of IoT technologies, such as 6LoWPAN
(IEEE 802.15.4), Bluetooth Low Energy (IEEE 802.15.1) and Near Field Communication (NFC).
These technologies require protocols such as GLoWBAL IPv6 and the IPv6 Addressing Proxy, for the inclusion
of all the resources and devices available in the IoT ecosystem to the common addressing space from Internet
(IPv6). Thereby, an Internet of Things can be reached.
In addition to the support of the addressing, IPv6 also offers the possibility to provide a scalable security and
mobility.
For this purpose, the protocols Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) for mobility, and IP Security (IPSec) for security have been
defined, but both protocols have required a lightweight version of MIPv6 with support to IPSec in order to make
it suitable for the IoT ecosystems.
Finally, the conclusion is that smart phones, personal data terminals, and other mobile computing devices are
still far from what a future IoT will require to connect services, people, and things. But, full IPv6 integration is
the first step towards this destination. As next steps one envisages support for mobility, multi-homing, discovery techniques, and management solutions in order to make things more autonomous and to enable a communications era based on the Future Internet of Things, Services and People.
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Conclusion

T

he Internet has shown its incredible potential
as a unique economic enabler. The ability to
build networks between people, groups, data,
and things – the all-embracing Internet of the future
-- will, in the next 10 years, generate a value exceeding
USD 14.4 trillion, touching all sectors of the economy.
A world linked together by the “Internet of Everything”
will turn raw information into knowledge, creativity
into practical innovation, and facts into greater relevance than ever before, providing richer experiences
and a more sustainable global economy.
One of the key technologies that can enable this progress is the new Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6). This
new iteration of the IP protocol stands poised to push
the boundaries of the Internet beyond what is now
possible with the current version, IPv4. Moreover,
IPv4 addresses are quite simply running out. IPv6 will
allow users to get the most value from the “Internet
of Everything,” and it will enable greater connection of
underserved communities and countries. Yet today,
there are significant market, business and technical
challenges in making the transition from IPv4 to IPv6.
The world stands poised for a great leap over those
challenges and toward the possibilities of an unbounded new Internet.
To understand the complexity of this transition process – and how governments and multi-stakeholder
groups can facilitate it -- it is helpful to consider the
following aspects:

• The importance of IP addressing, its distribution
worldwide and its key function in a data-intensive
world of online services, applications and networks
that is putting strain on the availability of addresses;
• The status of IPv6 deployment and adoption trends
from IPv4 to IPv6;
• The costs entailed in IPv6 adoption;
• The costs entailed in not adopting IPv6 on time;
• The main roadblocks/challenges in deploying and
transitioning to IPv6, such as a lack of business incentives or consumer awareness, as well as technical incompatibility and security issues;
• The existing policies, regulatory measures and guidelines developed to support the transition from
IPv4 to IPv6;
• The best practices and recommendations that can
encourage, facilitate and support a swifter adoption
of IPv6;
• Potential innovative steps that policy-makers could
take to accelerate or facilitate IPv6 deployment; and
• Measures already taken by the ITU, industry, and
governments to promote awareness of the criticality of IPv6 deployment.
The deployment of IPv6 has not resonated very well
with the business sectors the same way as IPv4 for
the simple reason it was not IPv4 that was promoted
by the Internet while IPv6 is an upgrade and like any
upgrade it needs a real business case beyond the depletion of the IP address space.
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